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FRIDAY, AUGUST 21 Last week, dears, 
we discussed how very, very excited Dwayne 
“The Rock” Johnson and Zac Efron are for 
their upcoming Baywatch movie. (“So stoked 
brother—baby oil for 2 plz,” Efron tweeted at 
The Rock.) But guess who isn’t excited! Bay-
watch star Pamela Anderson lashed out to 
TMZ about how “no one appreciates the re-
makes” and how trying to replicate Baywatch’s 
success is doomed to failure, as the show aired 
in what she remembers as the “simpler, sweet-
er time” of the 1990s. Possibly contributing to 
Pam’s cynicism? Rumors that while sentient 
meme David Hasselhoff was asked to be in the 
movie, no such offer was made to Pam. Possibly 
contributing to our cynicism? That Baywatch 
was garbage—even in the simpler, sweeter 
1990s, no matter what Hubby Kip says every 
time he tries to hang up his Pamela Anderson 
poster in the garage.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 22 Yesterday, on 
a high-speed train hurtling toward Paris, a 
26-year-old Moroccan man attempted use an 
AK-47, a Luger pistol, nine ammo cartridges, 
and a knife to launch a terrorist attack on 
the train’s 500-plus passengers. Despite getting 
off two shots and wounding one passenger, he 
was quickly stopped—by three Americans on 
vacation. Three childhood friends—23-year-
old Anthony Sadler, 23-year-old Spencer 
Stone, and 22-year-old Alek Skarlatos—used 
their military training and quick instincts to 
take down the assailant. “Skarlatos, who was 
returning from a deployment in Afghanistan, 
looked over at the powerfully built Mr. Stone, a 
martial-arts enthusiast,” the New York Times 
reports. “‘Let’s go, go!’ he shouted.” And they 
did, charging the man, disarming him, and bash-
ing him to the ground before Skarlatos picked 
up the AK-47 and “started muzzle-thumping 
him in the head.” While the train’s staff “fled 
the scene of the struggle, abandoning the pas-
sengers and cowering in the engine car,” the 
men—including Stone, whose thumb was nearly 
severed by the assailant’s blade, and British 
passenger Chris Norman, who helped take 
down the gunman—aided the passenger who 

had been shot, scanned the car for more assail-
ants, and discovered the weapons were, in fact, 
faulty. The four men were promptly awarded 
the Legion of Honor, France’s fanciest award, 
and are welcome on Amtrak anytime—a slightly 
less prestigious honor.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 23 This weekend, 
Washington firefighters continued battling 
raging wildfires. But as apocalyptic as the 
bloodred sun made Seattle look, the haze 
was nothing compared to the biblical plague 
that affected the oh-so-deserving attendees 
of Burning Man. “The bugs are real,” the 
official Burning Man blog reported. “They’re 
everywhere they bite. They crawl all over you. 
They get up and in you… Metal Shop Heather 
wears a welding mask most of the day. Bugs 
have crawled up inside her visor and nestled 
around her eyes. Cammy and Stinger needed 
some help from the medical team to deal with 

the infestation; 
St inger ’s  back 
was covered with 
nasty red welts 
from the bites.” 
And despite the 
sufferings of Met-
al Shop Heather, 
C a m m y,  a n d 
Stinger, there’s 

apparently no relief for all the other rich hip-
pies pretending to be homeless in the desert. 
“What’s going on? We don’t know,” Burning 
Man organizers continued. “All we know is 
that if you pick up some wood, you’re likely to 
uncover hundreds or thousands of the things.” 
“I’ll tell you dim-witted trust-fund ‘artists’ 
what’s going on,” Mother Earth responded. “I 
just made a threat, you insufferable jackasses. 
If you drive one more ‘art car’ out into the des-
ert, if you build one more stupid ‘sculpture’… 
oh, I fucking swear you’re gonna look less like 
fake hippies and more like the extras on The 
Walking Dead.”  n

Hang your Baywatch poster at
THESTRANGER.COM/SLOG

better, because the hack also revealed the pro-
clivities of one particular cheating shithead, 
Josh Duggar, the conservative Christian star 
of TLC’s 19 Kids and Counting! (Shall we 
bitterly laugh again? Let’s! HAHAHAHA-

HAHAAAAA!) You’ll 
remember Josh as the 
Duggar who, as a teen, 
molested four of his un-
derage sisters (and an-
other girl)—though his 
family insists he’s re-
formed. However, Gawk-
er uncovered Josh’s Ash-
ley Madison profile, in 
which he was looking for 

a discreet, extramarital “naughty girl” who 
has “natural breasts” and a “secret love nest.”  
Cue Josh’s second sniveling apology of 2015: 
“I have been the biggest hypocrite ever,” he 
wrote on Mama Duggar’s blog. “While espous-
ing faith and family values, I have secretly 
been viewing pornography on the internet and 
this became a secret addiction and I became 
unfaithful to my wife.” Hey Josh, take it from 
Hubby Kip: Looking at porn doesn’t make you 
unfaithful—but being a hypocritical cheating 
piece of shit might! Why don’t you and Jared 
Fogle go get a Subway sandwich and chew 
on that?

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19 Hurrah, 
our favorite sass-mouth celebrity, Rihanna, 
has returned, taking down yet another mi-
sogynistic meathead with her sweet, sweet 
internet burns. This week’s victim is NBA 
player Matt Barnes (of the Memphis Griz-
zlies), who insinuated to TMZ he’d been slip-
ping Rihanna his foot-long Turkey Italiano 
Melt. (Sorry, but we figured Subway was look-
ing for a new spokesperson, and we need the 
money.) Naturally, Rihanna (who takes no 
mess) immediately retaliated, uploading a pic 
of Barnes on Instagram followed by a barrage 
of blistering hashtags: “#bishwhere #thedev-
ilisaliar #shesnotthatintoyou #shesnotthatint-
oyouatall #shesneverevenmetyou.” Dear Mr. 
Barnes: This is what’s known as #deathby-
hashtag. Our condolences to your family.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 20 Yesterday, 
North Carolina voters were polled to see who 
they currently favored in the race for president 
of the United States, and the results are as 
follows: Donald Trump (40 percent), Hill-
ary Clinton (38 percent), and Deez Nuts (9 
percent). And while Deez Nuts might trail the 

more famous Trump 
and Clinton by a wide 
margin, this upstart 
independent  can-
didate is topping a 
field of 585 registered 
candidates (including 
Bernie Sanders and 
Ted Cruz). So who is 
Deez Nuts? None oth-

er than 15-year-old Iowa sophomore Brady Ol-
son, who has secured the best polling numbers 
of any independent candidate in two decades. A 
student of the political process, Olson had a se-
rious reason for wanting to join the race. “I saw 
the slop bucket we call the GOP field,” Olson 
said, “the one-woman show on the Democratic 
side, and the lack of any third party candidate, 
and thought, ‘Man, Deez Nuts would be better 
than any of these guys.’” Here’s hoping we 
hear more from Deez Nuts in the future. (Hey, 
beats Joe the Plumber’s nuts!)

MONDAY, AUGUST 17 In news that will 
make you vomit your foot-long Veggie Delite, 
longtime Subway spokesman Jared Fogle (who 
famously lost weight eating the company’s sand-
wiches) has been charged with committing sex 
acts with minors and receiving child pornog-
raphy. (Note: You might want to pop a couple 
of nausea tablets, because the story just gets 
worse from here.) According to ABC News, 
the Feds allege this married father of two has 
been pursuing illegal sex acts since 2007 and as 
recently as June. In 2012, he allegedly paid a 
17-year-old—whose age he knew in advance—
to have sex with him at New York’s Plaza Hotel. 
He was later accused of sending texts to escorts 
“soliciting them to provide him with access to 
minors as young as 14 to 15 years.” (GAHHHH! 
Let’s pause for a Listerine shower.) Needless to 
say, Jared’s wife has filed for divorce, claim-
ing she was “shocked” and “disappointed” by 
her husband’s activities. (Disappointed? We’re 
“disappointed” by Hubby Kip’s refusal to wipe 
the toilet seat.) Former employer Subway also 
dumped the celeb, twatting this tweet: “We no 
longer have a relationship with Jared and 
have no further comment.” No word yet on the 
legal battle over who gets custody of Jared’s 
gigantic pants.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 18 And the hits keep 
on coming! As you may have heard, the famous 
internet cheat-on-your-spouse service Ashley 
Madison was hacked, thereby leaking tons of 
these cheating shitheads’ private information. 
All together on three: one… two… three… 
HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAA! Oh, but it gets 

To submit an unsigned confession or accusation,  
send an e-mail to ianonymous@thestranger.com. Please 

remember to change the names of the innocent and guilty. 

LAST DAYS
The Week in Review  BY ANN ROMANO

GEEZ

SLEAZE

DEEZ

UNGRATEFULLY YOURS
Dear Poseur Fuckhead: It must be hard 
being the savior of Seattle’s benighted 
small businesses. We should be grateful 
for the way people like you have pushed 
rent into the stratosphere and turned 
South Lake Union, Capitol Hill, and 
Queen Anne into your soulless, condo-
choked playgrounds. It’s a wonder more 
people don’t stop to shake your hand. 
Locals aren’t happy about the influx of 
“well-paid, well-educated tech workers” 
because the dollars you throw at local 
businesses come at the cost of rising 
prices for rent and services for ALL of 
us. This forces the very people you claim 
to be supporting out of the city. This 
exodus of small businesses and residents 
in turn destroys the quirky character of 
the city that drew you assholes here in 
the first place. If that’s what your money 
buys, you can keep it. Oh, and no, you 
are not “just as much” a Seattleite as the 
remaining few of us who’ve lived here 
our whole lives. You don’t even need to 
tell us you’re a transplant—actual locals 
can spot you from a block away.

—Anonymous
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The rise of social media (to say nothing of the rise of the cost of living) has made the 

“Dear Seattle, I’m moving away” letter more popular than ever. We’ve all thought about 

writing one, opting instead for a click of the Like button and a heartfelt “THIS” in reply. 

Here’s a tool to help you draft your own version of this all-too-familiar sentiment, because 

you’re probably too busy working 80 hours a week to pay the rent you can’t afford to 

write it yourself. As always, you’re incredibly welcome. —Eds.

Dear Seattle,

I first moved here in ___ [YEAR], and soon found myself in the warm embrace of an arts 

community founded on principles of camaraderie and inclusion. Though I am a __________ 

[TYPE OF ARTIST] myself, I was surrounded by like-minded fellow travelers from all artistic 

disciplines. The ________ [NAME OF DEFUNCT BAR] was our headquarters. It’s a ________ 

[TYPE OF BUSINESS] now. We were broke and miserable, but we were happy, because we 

could survive.

Last week, almost exactly ___ years to the day since I first arrived in this city, I received a note 

from my landlord (funny how he never responds to MY e-mails or phone calls) informing me 

that my rent would be going up by $____ a month, effective immediately. That’s a ___% in-

crease over the current rate, and ___% higher than when I moved in. The really fucked-up part 

is that when I moved to this neighborhood, I paid $____ a month for a place twice this size. 

Like the song says: I wish I still had that old, cheap apartment (though I hated it at the time).

What happened to our soul? When did the pursuit of the almighty dollar begin to supersede 

all other considerations? I remember when even having a job was considered suspect in certain 

parts of the Seattle arts community. Now look at us: We can’t even get one if we try.

Well, I’m done trying. I’m packing up whatever fits in my ____ [YEAR] ______ [MAKE/MODEL] 

and moving to ____________ [NAME OF CITY], where I’ll keep making my ________ [ARTISTIC 

MEDIUM] until the brogrammers and woo girls catch up and ruin that place, too.

Thanks for breaking my heart,

_____________________ [YOUR NAME]

GOOD-BYE, SEATTLE A Fill-in-the-Blank  
Form Letter for Artists

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=mailto:ianonymous@thestranger.com
http://thestranger.com/SLOG
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NEWS

reform. In a recent hearing, federal judge 
James Robart praised police chief Kathleen 
O’Toole and Mayor Ed Murray, and said he’s 
“pleased with the progress we’ve made, with 
more work to come.”

This summer, the White House recognized 
department officials for their transparency. 
Other police departments around the country 
are sending their officers to Seattle to learn 
from what the SPD is doing. The policies and 
practices established here will have major 
implications for other reforms enacted across 
the country. Federal court-appointed monitor 
Merrick Bobb says the department is “likely 
to get the job done if it continues on the path 
it is on now”—rolling out body cams, tracking 
use of force, training officers in de-escalation, 
and implementing new technical systems.

But Seattle’s reform advocates say the 
department isn’t going far enough, and that 
federal monitors aren’t paying close enough 
attention to the SPD’s disciplinary issues. 
At issue is the scope of civilian oversight, the 
way in which officers are trained, and the role 
of civilian police commissioners.

Local reformers are pushing for “a more 
comprehensive, independent, and sustained ap-
proach to civilian oversight with the necessary 
authority for that oversight to be as effective as 
possible,” said Anne Levinson, a retired munici-
pal judge who audits the Office of Professional 
Accountability (OPA), the agency that inves-
tigates police misconduct. Real police reform, 
she said, should be “permanent, sustained, and 
independent—not subject to political winds and 
not having to rely on the federal court.”

Gerald Hankerson, the president of the 
local NAACP chapter that was part of the 
initial group that requested federal oversight 
of SPD, said he has little confidence in the re-
form process. “The community should have a 
chance to oversee the police,” he said. “I get so 
frustrated when I hear people say we’re mak-
ing progress. The consent decree created all 
kinds of ways of measuring improvement, but 
those are not reflected in a changed reality on 
the ground. This is a technocratic process to 
get the people to think there’s reform.”

C urrently, there are several ways in 
which the Seattle Police Department 

tracks officer conduct. In one, the OPA in-
vestigates complaints of officer misbehavior 
and makes recommendations to the police 
chief about whether the officer should be 
disciplined. Another way is the department’s 
new Early Intervention System (EIS), which 
flags officers with problematic behavior and 
is designed to give them a chance to correct 
the behavior before it rises to the level of re-
quiring discipline. EIS systems are seen as 
a national best practice in policing, and the 
SPD launched its revamped EIS in June.

But Seattle’s top police misconduct inves-
tigator, OPA director Pierce Murphy, was 
removed from the group that oversees the 
EIS—an action taken at the SPD’s request, 
with the approval of the DOJ, federal monitor, 
and federal judge.

The Performance Review Committee 
(PRC) is tasked with reviewing any changes 
to the EIS data that officers request, as well 
as status reports on officers who’ve been 
flagged. The committee also has the power to 
help decide whether to place an employee on 
an early-intervention mentoring plan.

“I’m not directly involved, and that’s over 
my objection,” Murphy said. “In my view, 
the EIS is one of the first stages in the ac-
countability process. I think having civilian 
involvement is really critical.” Now, only po-

lice employees are on the PRC.
In an e-mail, SPD’s Sean Whitcomb said 

Murphy was removed from the oversight 
committee to “keep… in line with national 
best practices. No other department that 
we are aware of merges their version of our 
Office of Professional Accountability with em-
ployee intervention.”

Whitcomb said Murphy still has full ac-
cess to a database of personnel information, 
in which all incidents are archived, as well as 
access to PRC documentation. In a separate 
statement, the Department of Justice said it 
agreed with the SPD, and that including Mur-
phy in the EIS process would risk “losing what 
we all really want—having a chance to avoid 
discipline problems before they even occur.”

But Levinson, the OPA auditor, believes 
Murphy should be on the committee oversee-
ing the EIS process, and should play a more 
expansive role in general. “It’s important 
that OPA be integrated into the organization 
and not walled off,” she said, “and that the 

I n the past year, following the federal takeover of the Seattle 
Police Department in 2011, the police department has 

been hailed by some as a national model of transparency and 

Police Reform Advocates Say Federal 
Oversight Hasn’t Gone Far Enough

It’s Too Soon to Hail Seattle as a National Model 
of Transparency and Accountability

BY ANSEL HERZ

organization not create separate review panels 
or special units that have authority to be look-
ing at performance issues… OPA should have 
unfettered access and involvement with any of 
those specialty units or panels.”

Prior to coming to the SPD, Murphy served 
as community ombudsman at the Boise Police 
Department, where he was allowed to use both 
civilian and police investigators to carry out 
investigations into misconduct. (So far, he has 
been unable to use civilians in Seattle because 
the city is still negotiating that change with 
the police guild.) After more than a decade on 
the job, Murphy was widely credited for hav-
ing turned the troubled department around. 
He told me a significant part of his success in 
Boise was because his role was not limited to 
officer discipline. Instead, he had a broad man-
date to uphold and imbue accountability.

In June, Merrick Bobb, Seattle’s federal 
monitor, said the EIS had become a light-
ning rod within the department and a source 

of “substantial cultural anxiety.” Removing 
Murphy from the EIS oversight committee 
plays into rank-and-file fear of accountability 
and mistrust of the OPA, rather than chal-
lenging them head-on.

T here are also questions regarding the 
SPD’s training regimen. In 2014, the 

DOJ approved sending officers to the Force 
Science Institute, which is run by psycholo-
gist William J. Lewinski, a nationally known 
police trainer. Officers attended Lewinski’s 
training on “biomechanics”—purportedly, 
what is happening biologically to officers and 
subjects during incidents when force is used.

In August, Lewinski was the subject of a 
front-page New York Times profile, “Training 
Officers to Shoot First, and He Will Answer 
Questions Later.” In the article, Pulitzer 
Prize–winning reporter Matt Apuzzo exposed 
how the DOJ commissioned a review of Le-
winski’s studies, which were not published in 
peer-reviewed journals, and concluded they 

weren’t reliable. An editor from the Ameri-
can Journal of Psychology called Lewinski’s 
work “pseudoscience.”

In a statement to The Stranger, the DOJ 
called that portion of the article “misleading and 
inaccurate.” It said it and the federal monitor re-
jected making Lewinski’s training mandatory, 
but some officers attended the training anyway. 
It didn’t answer questions about how many of-
ficers attended, at what cost, or who paid for the 
training. Nor did the SPD.

However, court records show that in June 
2014, Judge Robart and the DOJ approved 
plans to train the SPD’s new Force Investiga-
tion Team, which is deployed to investigate the 
scenes of officer-involved shootings. The plans 
make multiple references to Lewinski’s train-
ing, including this line: “FIT personnel will 
attend the Force Science Certification Course.”

A part from Murphy and the OPA, the 
Community Police Commission (CPC) 

represents a less direct but more broad-based 
form of civilian oversight. The group was cre-
ated by the consent decree as a temporary body 
and consists of experts and activists involved in 
criminal justice work, as well as representatives 
of Seattle’s two police unions. In a statement, 
the DOJ said community input will be “critical” 
to ensuring reforms are successful in Seattle, 
and noted that the CPC helped develop the 
SPD’s new policies on crisis intervention, de-
escalation, and bias-free-policing training.

But in the summer of 2013, CPC commis-
sioners unanimously threatened to resign 
unless they were allowed a larger hand in the 
overhauling of Seattle’s use-of-force policies. 
According to police expert Sam Walker, who 
recounted this history in a new article for 
Criminal Justice Review, the federal monitor 
initially rejected their requests, but conceded 
after all 15 commissioners communicated 
their intent to resign.

“The City and the Monitor were unwilling 
to face the consequences of a mass resigna-
tion of the CPC,” Walker wrote. “In short, 
the CPC gained a greater community voice 
in the police reform process than it had been 
given in official documents by making a de-
mand and threatening to resign if it were not 
granted.” Walker said the use-of-force policy, 
with its strong emphasis on de-escalation, 
has emerged as a national best practice. This 
sequence of events, he said, “represents the 
first time in the history of the American po-
lice where community representatives had a 
formal voice in the making of police policy.”

Tensions between CPC commissioners 
reached the boiling point again in June of this 
year, when Judge Robart stopped the CPC’s 
accountability work in its tracks. The CPC had 
proposed legislation to make itself permanent 
and to bolster accountability mechanisms. After 
waiting on the mayor for months to introduce 
the legislation, it asked the council to pass the 
law on its own, but the judge put his foot down.

“None of it will be put into effect until you 
bring it back here,” the judge said angrily. Un-
der the current agreement between the city 
and the DOJ, the CPC will cease to exist once 
Robart is satisfied that the SPD has hit its re-
form targets. If the CPC wants a permanent 
role beyond the consent decree, the judge said, 
the agreement itself will have to be amended.

The legislation has been in limbo ever 
since. But in a hearing on police accountabil-
ity and discipline scheduled for August 26, 
Robart is expected to clarify what he believes 
should be the pathway forward. “The court 
desires a more unified approach,” the hear-
ing’s docket listing said.

“It isn’t going to work for the community 
voice to be just one of many at the table, and in 
many ways, the least empowered voice,” said 
CPC cochair Lisa Daugaard. “Local partici-
pants and activists are going to have the best 
information about both what is wrong and what 
needs to happen to make things better.” n

CITY OF SEATTLE

POLICE CHIEF KATHLEEN O’TOOLE AND MAYOR ED MURRAY A federal judge 
praised them for the progress they’ve made.
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8 DIFFERENT STRAINS OF 8 DIFFERENT STRAINS OF 

• All natural • Mood elevator 
• Opiate Replacement

• Lasts for hours  

OPEN EVERYDAY UNTIL MIDNIGHT

HUGEselection of Vapes!

ART BY MIA SHEA1556 E Olive Way Capitol Hill 206-323-HOLY

On Sale Now at StrangerTickets.com

October 
2nd - 4th

Ballard 
Various  

Locations

Aug 27-29, Sep 3-5: Re-Bar

Saturday, August 29 
Black Weirdo Party

Northwest African American Museum

Another  
Perfect Crime  
with Mutiny Mutiny

Sat, August 29 at The Rendezvous

Sunday, August 30 @ Chop Suey

Sun, Aug 30

BDSM 101
An Introduction 

to Kink

Center for  
Sex Positive 

 Culture Annex

USK - TREY FREY - FIGHTERX - 
KGHB - GLOOMS

The Vera Project 
 Sunday 

August 30 Tue, Sept 1 // Town Hall

Lino Tagliapietra:  
Arte del Vetro Senza Frontiere: 

Glass Art Without Borders

Kirkland Oktoberfest 2015

September 
25-27

Marina Park

Purveyors of Fine Cannabis Products
Menu, specials, and more @ www.ozseattle.com

3831 Stone Way N  I   Seattle WA  I  98103
ON THE FREMONT / WALLINGFORD BORDER ACROSS FROM FUSION BEADS

This product has intoxicating eff ects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, 
and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the infl uence of this drug. There may be health risks 
associated with consumption of this product. For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of 
children. WAC 314-55-155

The inside dope.

We hand-pick from the best farms.

We make it fun and easy to shop.

And our prices are totally righteous.

Bring your dogs and bikes. 

Bring your friends. Come on by! 

LEGAL MARIJUANA I 21+ WITH ID I NO MEDICAL CARD NEEDED

everyday
1 gram pre-rolled joints only $7
3.5 grams of fl ower (15 strains) only $35
0.5 gram oil cartridges only $39

MON-THURS 10AM-10PM, FRI & SAT 10AM-11PM, SUN 10AM-9PM

a podcast with nerds n www.nerdhole.org

Nerds of the Pacifi c Northwest! 
You need our Northwest Nerd Events Calendar!

Keep up with  nerdy events in and around 
Seattle, WA,Portland, OR, and Vancouver, BC. 

Available on our web site!

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.nerdhole.org
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.ozseattle.com
http://strangertickets.com/
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STATE SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS 
SEATAC’S MINIMUM-WAGE LAW
On August 20, the Washington State 
Supreme Court upheld the city of SeaTac’s 
$15-an-hour minimum-wage law and 
ruled that it should apply to hospital-
ity and airport workers. The ruling is 
a win for workers and labor advocacy 
groups and a loss for Alaska Airlines and 
the Washington Restaurant Association, 
which fought the law for two years. Ac-
cording to Working Washington, because 
of the ongoing court battle, about 4,700 
people working at the airport were not 
being paid minimum wage or given paid 
sick leave, which is also included in the 
law. By Working Washington’s calcula-
tions, that totals about $15 million in 
lost wages and benefits. However, 
it’s unclear whether employers will be 
required to pay back wages from Janu-
ary 2014, when SeaTac’s minimum-wage 
law took effect. A spokesperson for the 
Washington Restaurant Association said 
the organization was still conferring with 
its lawyers to decide whether businesses 
would be required to do so. If they don’t, 
both sides are likely to end up back in 
court. HEIDI GROOVER AND SYDNEY 
BROWNSTONE

ACTIVIST WANTS CITY TO ACKNOWL-
EDGE BOARDING-SCHOOL TRAUMA
The activist who spearheaded the success-
ful effort in Seattle last year to change 
Columbus Day to Indigenous Peoples’ Day 
has a new target this year: getting the city 
council to pass a resolution that acknowl-
edges the trauma of American Indian 
boarding schools and supports a federal 
reconciliation process. Lakota activist and 
Marysville School District educator Matt 
Remle says the idea grew out of plan-
ning this coming Indigenous Peoples’ Day, 
when he realized that several organizers 
had never heard of the US government’s 
boarding-school policy, in which an 
estimated 100,000 Native American 
children were separated from their fami-
lies and placed in militarized—and often 
abusive—institutions. Unlike Canada, 
the United States has yet to formally 
acknowledge the painful experiences 
of many who went through the federal 
institutions. Brett Lee Shelton, a staff 
attorney at the Native American Rights 
Fund and a member of the Oglala Sioux 
Tribe, believes that Seattle could be the 
first US city to recognize this legacy if 
Remle’s resolution passes. So far, Remle’s 
draft resolution has the support of at 
least one city council member—Kshama 
Sawant. SYDNEY BROWNSTONE

SEATTLE TO GET NEW LOW-POWER 
HYPERLOCAL RADIO STATIONS
Community activists in Seattle have been 
working to create low-power FM radio 
stations for the past two years, and suc-
cess is in sight: Seven local stations now 
have Federal Communications Commis-
sion–approved frequencies on the radio 
dial. In total, the FCC approved 15 low-
power FM radio stations around Puget 
Sound, according to the Seattle Times. 
The stations will use a weak radio signal 
to broadcast to a “hyperlocal” geographic 
area—roughly a 3.5-mile radius. But 
many of them will also be streaming 
online, making them accessible to anyone 
with an internet connection. They include 
immigrant rights organization OneAmeri-
ca’s 106.5 FM, Hollow Earth Radio’s KHUH 
100.3 FM, and Rainier Valley Radio’s 105.7 
FM. ANSEL HERZ n

THESTRANGER.COM/CLASSIFIEDS | TO PLACE AN AD BY PHONE: 206-323-7101

MASSAGE

GREEN LOTUS MASSAGE  – 
Bodywork from the Heart. JOHN 
HANRON, LMP, brings a sense of 
presence, intention and love to the 
table. Swedish, deep tissue, Reiki, 
craniosacral. Experience power-
ful, magical bodywork on Capitol 
Hill. www.greenlotusmassage.
com. Cell 509.341.4411. Wa. lic. 
#MA60101600

LAURIE’S MASSAGE 
(206)919-2180

LIKE A JAPANESE  Hot Springs 
- At The Gated Sanctuary you can 
soak naked outside among soaring 
cedar trees in jetted hot pools. Dip 
in our Alaskan cold plunge. Get an 
amazing massage. Enjoy our euca-
lyptus steam room. (425)334-6277  
www.TheGatedSanctuary.com

OTHER

NUTRITION FOR HEALTH:  Do 
you have a health problem you need 
help with? Licensed nutritionist. 
Weight loss, obesity, prediabetes, 
diabetes. $45 for 1 hour consulta-
tion. Lose weight, improved blood 
glucose levels, or have more energy 
and sleep better.

PREGNANT? THINKING OF  
ADOPTION? Talk with caring 
agency specializing in match-
ing Birthmothers with Families 
Nationwide. LIVING EXPENSES 
PAID. Call 24/7 AbbyÕs One True 
Gift Adoptions. 866-413-6293. 
Void in Illinois/New Mexico/Indiana  
(AAN CAN)

STRUGGLING WITH DRUGS  or 
ALCHOHOL? Addicted to PILLS? 
Talk to someone who cares. Call 
The Addiction Hope & Help Line for 
a free assessment. 800-978-6674 
(AAN CAN)

GENERAL HELP WANTED
ENJOY THE OUTDOORS

Generate Leads for Tree Care & 
Preservation Training, Marketing 
Materials & Company Apparel 

ProvidedPT or FT- Set your Own 
Hours Avg. $500-$750/wk., top 
employees earn $1000+Travel & 
Cell Allowance Avail.Company 

Sponsored Medical Voluntary Dental 
Plan Vehicle & DL Req.  
www.tlc4homesnw.com  

1-855-720-3102 ext. 3304

ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESTORATION

Washington Conservation Corps, 
King County DNRP: Serve your 
community and improve habitat 

for fish and wildlife with this 
AmeriCorps based program. Hiring 
20 crewmembers based in Renton 

to perform habitat enhancement and 
salmon recovery projects.  

Please visit our website for more 
information and to apply:  

http://www.ecy.wa.gov/wcc/ [Select 
CREW-RENTON/KING COUNTY 

DNRP as your preferred location.]

GROUND SERVICE 
AGENTS

Horizon Air hiring Ground Service 
Agents – FT - Seattle - For more info 

& to apply, please visit:  
 http://horizonair.jobs

MAKE $1000 WEEKLY!!  Mailing 
Brochures From Home. Helping 
home workers since 2001. Genuine 
Opportunity. No Experience 
Required. Start Immediately.  
w w w . t h e w o r k i n g c o r n e r. c o m 
(AAN CAN)

NEED A JOB?  Call Today. Food 
Service & Light Industrial. 206-587-
5360 HALLMARK TEMPS

WORK OUTDOORS 
WITH WCC! 

Washington Conservation Corps 

now hiring 18-25 y.o. and military 

veterans. Work outdoors on habitat 

restoration, invasive species control 

and other projects. Min. wage + 

$5,730 Ed. award. Basic health. 

M-Th. 40 hr/week. No exp. nec. 

Apply online today:  

www.ecy.wa.gov/wcc

ADMINISTRATIVE

MUSEUM PROPOSAL 
WRITER

Pacific Studio, a Museum Exhibit 

Design and Fabrication Company 

in Ballard, is currently looking for a 

Proposal Coordinator, responsible 

for writing/layout of proposals for 

the sales team. Email resume to 

careers@pacificstudio.com

PAID RESEARCH

ALCOHOL STUDY THROUGH  

UW  Adults 18-20 *not* in school 

needed for a study on health behav-

ior.Earn up to $150 if eligible. Email 

dartuw@uw.eduÊfor more info.

ROOMMATES

ALL AREAS ROOMMATES.

COM.  Lonely? Bored? Broke? Find 

the perfect roommate to comple-

ment your personality and lifestyle at 

Roommates.com! (AAN CAN)

COMPUTER

-ON-SITE COMPUTER 
REPAIR-  Virus Removal, Data 
Recovery, Backups & Networking. 
All clients receive free phone 
tech support. GUARANTEED 
LOWEST RATES. (206) 395-9599
www.SeattleTechExperts.com

DATA RECOVERY SPECIALISTS.  
If others have failed, we can recover 
it. Seattle Tech Experts llc. (206) 395-
9599 - www.SeattleTechExperts.com

WHY GET A  GEEK... WHEN YOU 
CAN HAVE AN EXPERT! Virus 
Removal, Data Recovery, Backups 
& Networking. GUARANTEED 
LOWEST RATES. (206) 395-9599
 www.SeattleTechExperts.com

MISC.

AIRLINE CAREERS BEGIN  here   
Get started by training as FAA cer-
tified Aviation Technician. Financial 
aid for qualified students. Job 
placement assistance. Call Aviation 
Institute of Maintenance 800-725-
1563 (AAN CAN)

AUTO INSURANCE STARTING  
AT $25/ MONTH! Call 855-977-9537 
(AAN CAN)

WEIRD BEARD PRESS  pub-
lishes avant-garde fiction, non-
fiction, and memoirs in 24 pop-
ular categories. Check us out at  
weirdbeardpress.com.

CARS/TRUCKS

CASH FOR CARS:  Any Car/Truck. 
Running or Not! Top Dollar Paid. We 
Come To You! Call For Instant Offer: 
1-888-420-3808 www.cash4car.com 
(AAN CAN) 

MUSIC LESSONS

SING! JANET 206-781-5062  
FreetheVoiceWithin.com

THE VOCALIST STUDIO
We Train Vocal Athletes  

www.thevocaliststudio.com  
Scream technique, 5 Octave range. 

Eliminate Tension.  
Downtown Seattle studio. 

425.444.5053

MUSICIANS AVAILABLE

MUSICIANS ARE EVERYWHERE,  
BUT NONE SEEM TO BE 
RESPONDING TO MUSICIANS 
AVAILABLE ADS. TEXT MURPHY 
AT 2068603534 AND LET’S START 
RECORDING AND PLAYING LIVE 
(WHICH IS WHERE THE MONEY IS).

OPENED FOR 
 JEFF BRIDGES!

Legendary Pianist Available.
I’m Richard Peterson, 67 year old 
composer, arranger, and pianist. 
I play weekly at KOMO Plaza and 

recently played Pianos in the Park. 
I’m available to play parties, wed-

dings, clubs, shows, etc. $200/gig. 
Covers and originals. Please call 

206-325-5271, Thank You!  
CD available. Must have a piano.

MUSICIANS WANTED

DRUMS WANTED -  blues/rock 
coverband. Infl: Bonham, Kirk, Baker, 
etc. Please be pro, hard hitting with 
lots of exp. 55yo or younger. Call 
for details 206-755-3044 or 206-
919-0514

PHÜK ËWË SEATTLE’S  premier 
attitudinal sheep-herding rock-
ers seek freshly-sheared drums/
bass/rhythm guitar. We rock. Ewe?  
fmontigue@gmail.com

TEXT ME. LET’S  MAKE MILLIONS 
RECORDING, SHOOTING VIDEO, 
PERFORMING LIVE. IF YOU SING, 
WRITE, PLAY, PERFORM MUSIC, 
TEXT ME AT 2068603534.

THE PURRS SEEKING  DRUMMER 
Seeking a drummer that fits in with our 
situation, personalities and musical 
style. We typically get compared to the 
following bands: Luna, Echo & The 
Bunnymen, BJM, Dandy Warhols, The 
Verve, Oasis, Jesus & Mary Chain.

RECORDING/REHEARSAL

ONE SHARED REHEARSAL  room 
@ $220/month including 36hr/month 
& private closet. One $500/month pri-
vate rehearsal room.Visit wildersound-
studios.com. Located in SODO Seattle. 
Contact Samantha 425-445-9165. 
s.wilder@wildersoundstudios.com

ROCK ROOMS BALLARD-
HOURLY  ($20-$30)/Monthly 
Rehearsal Rooms ($225-$1,100) 
private/shared available (24-7, heat-
ed, security, parking). Recording at 
Birdhouse Studio. Dave 206-369-
7588 attackodave@yahoo.com

STARLODGE STUDIOS (206)  
287-1615 Hourly rehearsal with PA or 
fully backlined rooms, able to accom-
modate orchestras, Air-conditioned 
(HVAC), kitchenette, easy load-in, 
3-phase power, truck or bus parking 
available. ADA/wheelchair accessible.

AUDIO, VIDEO & CAMERA

DISH TV STARTING  at $19.99/
month (for 12 mos.) SAVE! Regular 
Price $34.99 Call Today and Ask 
About FREE SAME DAY Installation! 
CALL Now! 888-992-1957 
(AAN CAN)

GET CABLE TV,  INTERNET & 
PHONE with FREE HD Equipment and 
install for under $3 a day! Call Now! 
855-602-6424
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http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.SeattleTechExperts.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.cash4car.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.thevocaliststudio.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=mailto:fmontigue@gmail.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=mailto:s.wilder@wildersoundstudios.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=mailto:attackodave@yahoo.com
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WASHINGTON'S FAVORITE CANNABIS SHOP

Our products have intoxicating effects and may be habit-forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and 
judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the infl uence of this drug. There may be health risks associated with 

consumption of these products. For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children.

Monday - Saturday: 10am - 8pm  •  Sunday: 11am - 6pm
Free Parking  |  21+  |  No Medical Card Required

1817 130th Ave. NE Ste. B • Bellevue, WA 98005
www.novel-tree.com  |  ganjabuds@noveltreestore.com

COMMUNITY · CULTURE · CANNABIS
4912 17TH AVENUE NW
STASHPOTSHOP.COM  ·  @STASHPOTSHOP

GRAND
OPENING
EVENT
08.29 .15
1 0 A - 1 1 P

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and 
judgement. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. There may be health risks associated 
with consumption of this product. For use only by adults 21 and older. Keep out of reach of childred. WAC 314-55-155

Your sex life demands it. 

WWW.SAVAGELOVECAST.COM

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.novel%C2%ADtree.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=mailto:ganjabuds@noveltreestore.com
http://stashpotshop.com/
http://www.savagelovecast.com/
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• POT
• WAX
• SHATTER
• VAPE PENS
• GLASS 
• EDIBLES
And So Much More!

405 E. Steuben / SR 14, Bingen, WA 98605
509-493-0441 • 10am-7pm Daily • margiespot.com

MMJ card 
starts at $50

206-359-0094
GREENLEAFHEALTHCARE.ORG

SEX OFFENDER 
REGISTRATION 

GOT YOU DOWN?
We may be able to help to 
remove that requirement. 

The Meryhew Law Group, PLLC 
(206)264-1590 

www.meryhewlaw.com

21+ 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
9 AM - 11 PM

DAILY SPECIALS! $10 GRAMS

10861 1st Ave S Seattle WA 98168
Disclaimer: This product has intoxicating effects and may be 
habit-forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, 
and judgement. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under 
the influence of this drug. There may be health risks associated 
with consumption of this product. For use by adults twenty-one 
or older. Keep out of reach of children.

206-241-0420
THE FIRST 502  

STORE SERVING

WHITE CENTER - BURIEN  
SEATAC - WEST SEATTLE

WEED

L ast week, state traffic-safety officials 
released some alarming-sounding 

news: In 2014, the year recreational pot 
stores opened for business in Washington, 
the number of fatal car crashes involving 
THC doubled.

And that, of course, is awful—every fatal car 
crash is awful. “This is particularly affecting 
young men,” says Shelly Baldwin of the Wash-
ington Traffic Safety Commission (WTSC). 
According to WTSC data, fatal car crashes 
involving men ages 21 to 25 with THC in their 
system tripled from 6 in 2013 to 19 in 2014.

But before we jump straight to the le-
galizing-marijuana-means-highway-death 
conclusions that some headline writers and 
Republican speechwriters will inevitably ex-
ploit, let’s take a closer look at the numbers. I 
want to be very clear: I’m not minimizing the 
suffering of people who’ve lost loved ones to 
car crashes, particularly car crashes involv-
ing impaired drivers. But drug-policy reform 
is a high-stakes game, locally and interna-
tionally, so it’s important to look at this new 
data with clear eyes.

Washington, like every other state in the 
United States, reports its fatal-car-crash 
statistics to the national Fatality Analysis 
Reporting System (FARS)—a kind of census 
bureau for traffic-fatality data. While FARS 
tracks many variables related to fatal crashes 
(kinds of vehicles, days of the week, ages of 
people who are killed), it doesn’t allow much 
nuance when it comes to whether marijuana 
was involved. “That database only allows us 
to answer yes/no about whether marijuana 
was in the driver’s system or not,” says Bald-
win. It doesn’t matter whether the driver has 
a high concentration of THC in her system, 
indicating she may have recently smoked pot, 
or some trace remnants of a cannabis me-
tabolite—such as carboxy-THC—which can 
hang around in the body long after the psy-
choactive effects of marijuana have worn off.

That crude yes/no binary, Baldwin says, 
“was no longer adequate to our needs.” So 
the WTSC went back through state toxicol-
ogy lab results since 2008 for more granular 
detail—which drivers involved in fatal crash-
es had THC in their systems (which might 
indicate impairment) and which drivers had 
other traces of cannabis (metabolites, non-
psychoactive cannabinoids, etc.).

“We were pretty surprised by the amount, 
in 2014, of drivers with active THC involved 
in fatal crashes,” Baldwin says. (There is 
debate about how much THC has to be in 
a person’s bloodstream to indicate impair-
ment—or whether the effects of marijuana 
can be quantified like they can with alcohol. 
But we’ll get to that in a moment.)

From 2010 to 2013, the number of driv-
ers involved in fatal crashes who also tested 
positive for THC hovered between 32 and 38, 
out of around 600 fatal crashes per year, or 

about 6 percent. In 2014, after Washington 
legalized marijuana, the number jumped to 
75 drivers out of 619, or 12 percent. Hence 
last week’s attention-grabbing headlines, like 
this one from the Oregonian: “Fatal Crashes 
Involving Marijuana Doubled in Washington 
After Legalization.”

That statement is accurate but might be 
misleading. Only half of those 2014 drivers 
had a THC level over five nanograms per mil-
liliter in their blood—Washington’s “per se” 
DUI threshold. (In state law, if a driver crosses 
the per se limit for alcohol or marijuana, she’s 
guilty of a DUI, regardless of other factors.) 
The other half of the group was below the legal 
limit—some with just one ng/ml—leaving just 6 
percent of drivers involved in fatal 2014 crashes 
with illegal levels of THC in their systems.

Complicating matters is the five ng/ml limit 
itself, which is contested by some researchers. 
“Lots of studies out there have discussed what 
the proper per se value should be,” says Bri-
anna Peterson of the Washington State Patrol 
toxicology lab. “You could find a study that 
supports five, but you could find other studies 
that suggest other numbers.”

The lack of consensus is partially due to a 
lack of research (which is why it’s important 
for the federal government to change mari-
juana’s legal status—we can’t have a robust 
body of research until scientists have freer 
access to cannabis). “We have decades of 
studies on alcohol and blood-alcohol content 
and what that means,” Baldwin says. “We 
don’t have the decades of study yet to equate 
THC levels with impairment… It’s impos-
sible to look at THC levels and say, ‘Oh, all 
these people were driving around stoned.’”

To complicate matters further: Half of 
all THC-positive drivers in 2014 also tested 
positive for alcohol, with a majority above 
the state’s .08 blood-alcohol limit. “We know 
if you combine alcohol with THC, you really 
mess with your risk of crashing,” Baldwin 
says. “At the .08 level, you’re about seven 
times more likely to get in a crash.”

So while “fatal crashes involving marijuana 
doubled in Washington after legalization,” it’s 
difficult to draw conclusions—except for the 
obvious one, which is that adults in Washing-
ton State now have more ready access to pot.

Nevertheless, Baldwin says, the trend is 
real. Is that troubling? Yes. Does it mean we 
should let prohibitionist types use WTSC’s 
data as an argument against further drug 
reform? No. n

“We don’t have the 
decades of study yet 
to equate THC levels 

with impairment.”

Is Legalization Really 
Responsible for 

More Car Crashes?
Recent Data Shows a Spike in THC-

Related Car Deaths in the State
BY BRENDAN KILEY
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T o produce breast milk, mothers melt their 
own body fat. Are you with me? We literal-
ly dissolve parts of ourselves, starting with 
gluteal-femoral fat, aka our butts, and turn 

it into liquid to feed our babies.
Before and after giving birth to my daughter 10 

months ago, I was inundated with urgent directives 
from well-meaning, very insistent health practitio-
ners, parenting book authors, mommy bloggers, 
journalists, and opinionated strangers that “breast is 
best.” The message was clear: In order to 
be a good mom, I had to breast-feed.

But breast-feeding is more than being a 
good mom. And breast milk is much more 
than food: It’s potent medicine and, simulta-
neously, a powerful medium of communica-
tion between mothers and their babies. It’s 
astonishing. And it should be—the recipe 
for mother’s milk is one that female bodies have been 
developing for 300 million years.

Breast-feeding leads to better overall health out-
comes for children, which is why the World Health Or-
ganization and the American Academy of Pediatrics 
recommend that babies be exclusively breast-fed for 
a minimum of six months.

Those outcomes, though, are relative: A premature 

infant in the neonatal intensive-care unit or a baby 
growing up in a rural African village with a high rate 
of infectious disease and no access to clean water will 
benefit significantly more from breast milk over artifi-
cial milk, called formula, than a healthy, full-term baby 
born in a modern Seattle hospital.

We’re also told that breast-feeding leads to babies 
with higher IQs and lower rates of childhood obesity 
than their formula-fed counterparts. I understand 
why people find this appealing, but I don’t plan to 

raise my daughter to understand intelligence in terms 
of a single test score, or to measure health and beauty 
by body mass index.

More compelling to me are the straightforward 
facts about breast milk: It contains all the vitamins 
and nutrients a baby needs in the first six months of 
life (breast-fed babies don’t even need to drink water, 
milk provides all the necessary hydration), and it has 

many germ- and disease-fighting substances that help 
protect a baby from illness. Oh, also: The nutritional 
and immunological components of breast milk change 
every day, according to the specific, individual needs of 
a baby. Yes, that’s right, and I will explain how it works 
in a minute. Not nearly enough information is provided 
by doctors, lactation counselors, or the internet about 
this mind-blowing characteristic of milk.

I made the choice to breast-feed around the same 
time I was offered a full-time job writing about food. 

Every morning at 7 a.m., I nurse my daugh-
ter. At the office, I pump milk two times a day. 
When I come home, we nurse, and then at 7 
p.m., we nurse before she goes to bed. A few 
nights a week, I go out to dinner for work.

For six months straight, I woke up every 
night at 3 a.m. and pumped milk for half an 
hour in order keep my supply ahead of her 

demand. (Three a.m. is possibly the darkest, loneliest, 
and most quiet hour of the night, but I had the reas-
suring, rhythmic sound of my pale-yellow breast pump 
to keep me company.) For the last 10 months, there 
hasn’t been one minute of my life when I wasn’t think-
ing about, writing about, eating, and/or producing food.

Food points to who we are as animals—human be-
ings with a fundamental need for nourishment, sur-

LILY PADULA

Before I had my daughter, I wasn’t particularly interested 
 in mother’s milk. Now I’m literally awake at night 

 thinking about it.
by Angela Garbes

The More I Learn 
About Breast Milk, the More 

Amazed I Am

Not nearly enough people know  
about this mind-blowing characteristic 

of milk: It changes daily based on 
 signals from the baby.
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vival—but also to who we are as people: 
individuals with families, histories, stories, 
idiosyncrasies. Every day, calories, vitamins, 
and even clues about the culture I live in flow, 
drip, leak, and squirt out of my boobs, stain-
ing my clothes and making my skin sticky. 
And every day, I wonder what exactly goes 
into this miraculous substance.

“People tend to underestimate what milk 
is,” says Katherine Hinde, a biologist and as-
sociate professor at the Center for Evolution 
and Medicine at the School of Human Evolu-
tion & Social Change at Arizona State Uni-
versity. She also runs the very funny, highly 
informative, and deeply nerdy blog Mam-
mals Suck… Milk!

“That’s in part because you go to the store 
and there’s an entire aisle dedicated to buy-
ing milk that is literally a homogenized, stan-
dardized food. It leads us to take mother’s 
milk for granted.”

But right now, researchers like Hinde—a 
mix of evolutionary biologists, dairy scien-
tists, microbiologists, anthropologists, and 
food chemists—are examining milk, and the 
more closely they look, the more complexi-
ties they find.

Nutritionally, breast milk is a complete 
and perfect food, an ideal combination 

of proteins, fat, carbohydrates, and nutri-
ents. Colostrum, the thick golden liquid that 
first comes out of a woman’s breasts after 
giving birth (or sometimes weeks before, as 
many freaked-out moms-to-be will tell you) is 
engineered to be low in fat but high in carbo-
hydrates and protein, making it quickly and 
easily digestible to newborns in urgent need 
of its contents. (It also has a laxative effect 
that helps a baby pass its momentous first 
poop, a terrifying black tar-like substance 
called meconium.)

Mature breast milk, which typically comes 
in a few days after a woman has given birth, is 
3 to 5 percent fat and holds an impressive list 
of minerals and vitamins: sodium, potassium, 
calcium, magnesium, phosphorous, and vita-
mins A, C, and E. Long chain fatty acids like 
DHA (an omega-3) and AA (an omega-6)—
both critical to brain and nervous-system 
development—also abound in mother’s milk.

The principal carbohydrate in breast milk 
is lactose, which provides copious calories 
and energy to fuel babies’ relentless round-
the-clock growth. (No, new parents, you are 
not hallucinating—your baby did just grow 
out of her pajamas sometime in the middle 
of the night.)

Other sugars are also present, including 
some 150 oligosaccharides (there may be 
even more, scientists are really just begin-
ning to understand them), complex chains 
of sugars unique to human milk. (I repeat: 
unique to human milk.) These oligosaccha-
rides can’t be digested by infants; they exist 
to feed the microbes that populate a baby’s 
digestive system.

And speaking of microbes, there’s a ton 
of them in breast milk. Human milk isn’t 
sterile—it’s very much alive, filled with good 
bacteria, much like yogurt and naturally 
fermented pickles and kefir, that keep our 
digestive systems functioning properly. So 
mother’s milk contains not only the bacteria 
necessary to help a baby break down food, 
but the food for the bacteria themselves to 
thrive. A breast-feeding mother isn’t keeping 
one organism alive—but actually hundreds 
of thousands of them.

Like a glass of red wine, breast milk has a 
straightforward color and appearance, but it 
possesses subtleties in flavor that reflect its 
terroir—the mother’s body. And it turns out 
that like any great dish of food, mother’s milk 
holds a variety of aromas, flavors, and textures.

The flavors of breast milk are as dynamic 
as a mother’s diet. In the 1970s, research-

ers at the University of Manitoba obtained 
samples of breast milk from lactating women 
and had them evaluated by a trained panel 
for taste, quality of sweetness, and texture. 
There were variations across all samples in 
all categories, most notably that the milk of 
a woman who had recently eaten spicy food 
was described by tasters as being “hot” and 
“peppery.”

The flavors of food ingested by breast-
feeding mothers—kimchi, carrots, mint, blue 
cheese—are transmitted to their milk and, in 
turn, tasted by their babies.

Based on her more recent research, Ju-
lie Mennella of the Monell Chemical Senses 
Center in Philadelphia believes that these 
early breast-milk experiences help infants 
develop their own personal taste prefer-
ences, as well as increase their enjoyment of 
particular flavors.

“The types and intensity of flavors ex-
perienced in breast milk may be unique for 
each infant and serve to identify the culture 
to which the child is born,” writes Mennella.

I find this thrilling. My job allows me to ex-
plore the diversity of Seattle’s food scene, and 
my body allows my baby to discover it as well. 
My daughter began dabbling in solid foods 
at five months, and since then, much to my 
delight, has eagerly scarfed down pork ribs 
smoked by her grandfather, roasted zucchini 
from Local Roots Farm, lechon and bagoong 
at a Food & Sh*t pop-up dinner on Beacon 
Hill, Neah Bay king salmon at Capitol Hill’s 
Marjorie, and deep-fried hush puppies from 
Jackson’s Catfish Corner in Rainier Valley.

I love the idea that even before her first 
encounter with solid food, her taste buds had 
already begun telling her that she is part of a 
city filled with the cuisines of many nations, 
a household that supports local farmers, and 
a Filipino family with an abiding love of pork 
and fermented shrimp paste.

Just as exciting as the possibility that 
breast milk may help my daughter 

develop a healthy appetite in the future, 
though, is the reality that it is helping her 
live a healthier life right now, and that with-
out my knowing it, my milk has already been 
adapting itself to her needs.

Breast-fed babies have lower instances 
of colds and viruses. When they do get sick, 
they are often able to recover more quickly 
because the mother’s body produces anti-
bodies specific to the baby’s infection. This 
is an idea that has literally kept me up for 
hours at night. How exactly is my body able 
to write my daughter a prescription for her 
illness without a diagnosis?

When I ask Hinde, she pauses, looks 
straight through the Skype interface of her 
computer and directly into my eyes/soul, 
then says: “If I tell you, you can’t unknow it. 
Are you sure?” (Answer: yasssssss.)

According to Hinde, when a baby suckles at 
its mother’s breast, a vacuum is created. With-
in that vacuum, the infant’s saliva is sucked 
back into the mother’s nipple, where recep-
tors in her mammary gland read its signals. 
This “baby spit backwash,” as she delightfully 
describes it, contains information about the 
baby’s immune status. If the mammary gland 
receptors detect the presence of pathogens, 
they compel the mother’s body to produce an-
tibodies to fight it, and those antibodies travel 
through breast milk back into the baby’s body, 
where they target the infection.

At the same time that it is medicine, breast 
milk is a private conversation between moth-
er and child. While my daughter lacks words, 
breast-feeding makes it possible for her to tell 
me exactly what she needs. The messages we 
are sending each other are literally made of 
ourselves, and they tell us about what is going 
on in our lives at that very moment.

Even before babies have any concept of 
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time, breast milk helps them understand cer-
tain hours from other hours, night from day.

“Milk is so incredibly dynamic,” says 
Hinde. “There are hormones in breast milk, 
and they reflect the hormones in the moth-
er’s circulation. The ones that help facilitate 
sleep or waking up are present in your milk. 
And day milk is going to have a completely 
different hormonal milieu than night milk.”

Mother’s milk informs babies of not just 
the present, but also the past. Returning to 
the maternal fat-melting thing, Hinde ex-
plains that mothers who are vegetarians in 
adulthood, but ate meat as teenagers, have 
stored fatty acids that are specific to animals. 
When they mobilize that fat to produce breast 
milk, their babies receive those nutrients.

“You have information about your whole 
life span that could be in your milk,” says 
Hinde. “Milk is telling the baby about the 
world its mother has lived in.”

But even more than the world I have lived 
in, I am moved by the idea that, without 
words, I am telling my daughter about my-
self, my life.

Breast milk also points to a future of ex-
citing possibilities. Recently, researchers 
discovered that pluripotent stem cells, stem 
cells that have the ability to form any of the 
more than 200 different types of cells found 
in adult human bodies, are present in breast 
milk. The only other place these cells have 
been found is embryonic tissue.

“There are lots of ethical issues with em-
bryonic stem cells,” says Hinde. “But breast 
milk could become a source of stem cells that 
can potentially be turned into any cell in the 
human body. There’s huge potential for re-
generative medicine.”

And while science is a very long way 
off from being able to engineer and grow 
replacement tissue for people with degen-
erative diseases, these things are being dis-
cussed because of breast milk.

“It sounds like science fiction, but these 
are things that are now on the table as plau-
sible,” Hinde says.

To get to that future, our society will need 
to place real value on breast milk. But as it 
stands, there are many economic, cultural, 
and political obstacles that stand between a 
baby’s mouth and its mother’s breast.

During the 20th century in America, femi-
nism, aided in part by the convenience of for-
mula, helped bring more women into the work-
force. While this was a great thing for gender 
equality, it shifted focus away from breast 
milk, which meant that medical and govern-
mental institutions turned away from it too.

“You have two generations that lost the 
cultural knowledge and the social capital of 
this information,” says Hinde. “We’re really 
grappling today with the erosion of social 
knowledge and social support networks that 
facilitate breast-feeding and information 
about what breast milk is.”

There’s a resurgence in prioritizing 
breast-feeding because we know for cer-
tain that it’s what’s best for a baby, all other 
things being equal.

But when is anything ever equal?
I breast-feed because I am lucky, have 

choices, and am physically able to. I have a 
supportive husband, an incredible mother who 
watches her granddaughter three days a week 
for free, and a workplace that allows me to ex-
ercise all of my breast-feeding rights as laid 
out by the Affordable Care Act. (For the re-
cord, mothers, you are entitled to these things: 
reasonable break time to express breast milk 
for one year after your child’s birth each time 
you experience the need to express milk, and 
a place to pump, other than a bathroom, that 
is shielded from view and free from intrusion 
from coworkers and the public.)

But many women literally cannot afford 
to work and send their children to day care, 
as they can’t get a job that pays enough to 

justify the cost. And some mothers meet with 
resistance when they exert their Affordable 
Care Act–supported rights.

We can’t expect the value of breast-feed-
ing to just trickle down to mothers in the 
trenches, pumping away in cramped offices 
and broom closets, working multiple jobs, 
forking over significant portions of income 
to day care, and, yes, tired and close to the 
breaking point, cursing their own desire to 
continue feeding their children their milk. 
We have to make an effort to reach all moth-
ers, not just those actively seeking support 
and information.

There’s much more at stake than infant 
health. “Breast-feeding is one of the key 
public-health interventions that we can actu-
ally do,” says Hinde. “Because we know that 
a lot of our metabolism, neurobiology, and 
immune function are shaped in huge ways by 
it—and that these have lifelong influences on 
how our bodies function.”

We know that breast-feeding can help 
children avoid diseases that manifest later in 
life, like type 2 diabetes and high cholesterol. 
We also know that black people are 2.2 times 
more likely than white people to develop type 
2 diabetes, while Native Americans are 2.8 
times as likely. Black and Native American 
people have the two lowest initiation rates of 
breast-feeding of all racial and ethnic groups 
in the United States.

Right now, we lack the societal, institu-
tional, and cultural support structure to help 
mothers meet their breast-feeding goals. If 
we’re telling women that they should breast-
feed exclusively for six months, then we 
should give them—at minimum—the same 
amount, six months, of paid family leave. 
Seemingly everything about breast-feeding, 
which for the first few months easily takes 
up eight hours a day, is at odds with holding 
down full-time work.

What stories that our bodies tell each oth-
er are lost when we’re forced to spend every 
day apart?

My daughter was born under the gray 
blanket of Seattle’s fall, but now that 

she is eating solid foods, I think of her as a 
summer babe. She’s been obsessed with Ya-
kima nectarines and cherries, as well as the 
Skagit strawberries and blueberries of early 
summer. Her first tomato—a small, beauti-
ful Sweet 100 plucked from our garden—was 
still sun-warm when she bit into it, squirting 
seeds and juice onto her clothing and face. She 
seems to like the taste of the Italian plums 
that our neighbor John lets us pick from his 
tree, purple as bruises, even more than I do.

Breast-feeding is an intense relationship, 
but ultimately one that lasts only a short pe-
riod of time. As my daughter eats more, she 
breast-feeds less. We introduced her to some 
cow’s milk the other week, and she barely 
seemed to notice the difference.

Last weekend, though, she developed a 
101-degree fever. She was miserable, unable 
to sleep, and uncharacteristically disinter-
ested in eating even the beloved blackberries 
we pick from the brambles a few blocks from 
our house. So we nursed instead.

As I held her close, her body fiery and 
fragile, I tried to picture her saliva entering 
my body, my mammary glands interpret-
ing it, my body producing her medicine, my 
breasts giving some defense against what 
she was fighting. And while I understood 
that these things were happening, it didn’t 
feel any different, just the same soft, familiar 
tickle of her tongue against my nipple.

From the moment my girl exited my body, 
I’ve understood that being her mother would 
be a lifelong process of separation, letting 
go. But in that moment, I pulled her closer. 
I leaned in, as though I might actually hear 
her body whispering to mine. n
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Please do a public-service announcement 
about the Ashley Madison hack, and request 
that NO ONE look up information on ANYONE 
other than their own spouse. I’m a former AM 
user. I’ve been married to my wife for 20 years. 
We met when we were both 20 years old. Seven 
years ago, I made a selfish decision to have an 
affair, and five years ago, my 
wife found out. She hated me for 
a while, but we worked things 
out. I have been faithful since 
then, and our marriage is better 
than ever. Since my wife already 
knows everything, I have no wor-
ries about her finding out. But 
what about every other person I 
know? It is mortifying to think 
about my colleagues or my wife’s 
family poring over my profile information. I’m 
going to assume the best—most people have the 
common decency not to snoop into their neigh-
bors’ bedroom habits—but it would be great if 
you could ask people to respect other people’s 
privacy.

Really Enraged Guy Requesting  
Everyone’s Tactful Silence

I’m happy to back you up, REGRETS, but I don’t 
share your faith in humanity. Most people are 
only too delighted to snoop into their neighbors’ 
bedroom habits—particularly when doing so 
induces feelings of moral superiority. And I like 
to think the kind of puritanical busybodies who 
would go looking for names in the Ashley Madison 
dump are unlikely to be readers of mine, so they 
wouldn’t see my Ashley Madison PSA anyway.

But I have to disagree with your sugges-
tion that people should look for their spouses’ 
names in the AM data. If someone in a shitty, 
high-conflict marriage needs an excuse to get 
out—because no-fault divorce isn’t good enough 
for them—okay, sure, that person might wanna 
search for their spouse’s name. But people who 
are in loving, functional, low-conflict, happy-ish 
marriages might want to think twice. Finding out 
that your spouse cheated—or fantasized about 
cheating—is impossible to unknow, and it’s some-
thing many people can’t get over. Caveat coniunx.

I’m one of those morons who had an Ashley 
Madison account. But for me, and probably 
for many others, AM has been a strong anti-
dote to the urge to cheat. Spending some time 
on AM taught me the following: (1) I’m noth-
ing special—there are millions of other men 
looking for the same thing, and most of them 
are younger and better-looking. (2) The women 
on AM are nothing special—the few who even 
bother chatting with you are often looking for 
money, and your wife starts looking damn 
good by comparison. (3) The whole thing is 
basically a scam to separate horny middle-
aged guys from our wallets. And it doesn’t even 
have the relatively honest sleaze of a strip club.

Ashley Madison Mark

There’s no way to tell the difference between 
an Ashley Madison member who came to his 
(or her) senses before cheating, like AMM 
here, and a member who fucked a dozen other 
people—or, for that matter, a member who had 
a good reason for being on the site…

I’m one of the men caught in the Ashley Madi-
son hacker net. But as pissed as I am about the 
bullshit—the company’s lies about the security 
of its site, the hackers’ self-righteous moraliz-
ing—I can attest to the fact that one can get what 
one is looking for on that site. Yes, there were a 
lot of fake profiles. Yes, there were a lot of pros. 
Yes, there were women looking to steal your 
identity. Seriously. But once you figured out the 
game, you could find a lot of real women on that 
site who were looking for someone to spend time 
with. I’ll be pissed if I get busted as a result of all 
of this, but joining that site helped me reclaim 
my sanity after a sexless 25-year marriage.

Don’t Attack This Adulterer

Slogging through the Savage Love mail for the 
last 25 years has convinced me of this: Some 
married people have grounds to cheat. Men and 
women who have been abandoned sexually and/
or emotionally by spouses they aren’t able to 
leave—either because their spouses are economi-
cally dependent on them (or vice versa) or because 

they have dependent children. It 
would be wonderful if everyone 
who felt compelled to cheat could 
either negotiate an open relation-
ship or end the one they’re in now, 
but there are cases where cheat-
ing is the least worst option for 
all involved. Now, I don’t know 
the particulars of DATA’s mar-
riage—why it’s been sexless for so 
long, what the damage is—but if 

seeking sex elsewhere allowed DATA to stay sane 
and stay married, and if the marriage is other-
wise affectionate and low-conflict, and if DATA’s 
wife didn’t want to see her marriage end, DATA 
may have done her a favor by getting on Ashley 
Madison. Loyalty isn’t something we can demon-
strate only with our genitals.

I’m an Ashley Madison user in an open rela-
tionship with a bi woman. I can assure you 
that a large number of AM users—hundreds of 
thousands—are also in open relationships. The 
hackers made no effort to distinguish between 
adulterers and people in consensual, honest 
relationships. They are smearing thousands of 
people as adulterers who are much more honest 
in their relationships than the average person.

Healthy Openness Not 
Egregious Sexual Trysts

The hackers also made no effort to protect Ash-
ley Madison members living in countries where 
adultery is punishable by death. Along with all 
the cheaters, wannabe cheaters, and people in 
honest open relationships, HONEST, the hack-
ers exposed hundreds of people living in Saudi 
Arabia—some of them gay. Do the people out 
there saying AM members are getting what 
they deserve realize that some are going to get 
their heads cut off?

I am a data-security attorney. One point missed 
by those celebrating the Ashley Madison hack is 
that while cheating is not illegal, unauthorized 
hacking is. While some may find cheating repre-
hensible, it is not so reprehensible in this country 
that there are laws prohibiting it (anymore). On 
the other hand, hacking into someone’s system 
and accessing data without authorization is 
considered so reprehensible that we have state 
and federal laws against it. Also, there are laws 
that apply to sites like Ashley Madison around 
properly securing their data and not making 
promises about security or handling of data 
(such as whether data is deleted). It will be inter-
esting to see what actions, if any, may be taken 
against the site. I predict this is just the start of 
attacks against sex-oriented sites.

Who Is Next?

Almost everyone has posted stuff online anon-
ymously, has privately shared pictures and 
fantasies, and has a browser history that could 
screw up their lives if that info were dumped 
into a searchable database that named names. 
The people celebrating the Ashley Madison hack 
might have more sympathy for the victims—the 
fantasizers and the cheaters—if they contem-
plated their own vulnerability. We are all one 
malicious hack, one lost cell phone, or one vin-
dictive ex away from the kind of exposure and 
humiliation and, in some cases, the kind of ruin 
that the AM members are facing today. n

On the Lovecast, you are COMMANDED 
to listen to Dan and Mistress Matisse:  

savagelovecast.com.

mail@savagelove.net
@fakedansavage on Twitter

SAVAGE LOVE
Ashley’s Ashes   BY DAN SAVAGE

JOE NEWTON

Listen to Dan Savage’s 
podcast every week at 

savagelovecast.com

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=mailto:mail@savagelove.net
http://savagelovecast.com/
http://savagelovecast.com/
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THIS GENIUS AWARDS CATEGORY IS PROUDLY SPONSORED BY:THIS GENIUS AWARDS CATEGORY IS PROUDLY SPONSORED BY:

LUCKY
#13

WHOSE LUCKY YEAR IS IT GONNA BE?
Read all about the 2015 Genius Award nominees in the summer ’15 issue of Seattle Art and Performance.

KLARA GLOSOVA 
• • • ART
“sculpts household objects in ceramic. She makes perfect trompe l’oeil sculptures 
of folded shirts or kitchen towels in a pile, or dirty underwear or socks thrown on 

the fl oor, displayed on the fl oor. Who’s going to pick that up? They seem to say.”  
- Jen Graves

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
FREE with RSVP | The Moore Theatre
strangertickets.com/go/genius

http://strangertickets.com/go/genius
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For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of reach of children. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination and judgement. Do not operate vehicle or machinery 
under the influence of this drug. There are many health risks associated with consumption of this product. This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit-forming

All the Events The Stranger Suggests This Week  strangerthingstodo.com  stranger_events

ART

NEPO 5K Don’t 
Run: The End Is 
NEPO
 DON’T MISS  We think people who run 
are DUMB. So walk (or dance, skip, hop, or 
jump), don’t run, through this annual 5K 
of art installations and performances made 
by local artists. (We actually don’t care 
what you do, but they don’t have a permit 
for running.) This is your last chance. This 
is the fi fth and fi nal year for ephemeral 
works scattered in the streets and alleys by 
artists such as DK Pan, Francesca Lohmann, 
Carolina Silva, Rumi Koshino, Britta Johnson, 
Jennifer Zwick, Gretchen Frances Bennett, 

and Elias Hansen. The NEPO 5K Don’t Run 
is so goddamn likable. I’ll miss you much. 
(From Hing Hay Park to NEPO House, Sat 
Aug 29, noon–10 pm, $15 suggested) JEN 

GRAVES

We also recommend…

ART EVENTS

SAM Talks: Ebony G. Patterson: Seattle 
Art Museum, Weds Aug 26, 7–8 pm, $10
Duwamish Revealed: Duwamish Water-
way, free, through Sept 30 
Feat 2015: Tashiro Kaplan Artist Lofts, free, 
through Sept 2
Short Run Summer School: Perspective 
with Sarah Glidden: Hollow Earth Radio, 
Mon Aug 31, 7 pm, $5–$20
Summer at SAM: Bike Night: Olympic 
Sculpture Park, Thurs Aug 27, 6–8 pm, free

GALLERIES

Christopher Buening: High School 
High: SOIL, free, through Aug 29
Dan Webb: Break It Down: Olympic 
Sculpture Park, Tues–Fri, 10 am–4 pm, free, 
through Aug 31
Darryl Ary: Vermillion, free, through Sept 5
De La Torre Brothers and Ethan 
Stern: Traver Gallery, Tues–Sat, free, 
through Aug 29
Gregory Blackstock: Greg Kucera Gallery, 
Tues–Sat, free, through Aug 29
I Taught Myself: A Selective Survey 
of Works by Self-Taught Artists: Greg 
Kucera Gallery, Tues–Sat, free, through Aug 
29
Kymia Nawabi: Abmeyer + Wood, Mon
Sat, free, through Sept 26
Lush Life 5: Reverie: Roq La Rue, Wed–Sat, 

free, through Aug 29
Mother//Hood: Punch Gallery, Thurs–Sat, 
free, through Aug 29
oysters naturel: Veronica, free, through 
Aug 30
SEASON at Platform: Slow Enhancers: 
Platform Gallery, Wed–Sat, free, through 
Aug 29
The Vera Project: 14 Years of True and 
Sincere Friends: City Hall Lobby Gallery, 
Mon–Fri, free, through Aug 28
Veit Stratmann: The Seattle Floor: 
Suyama Space, opening reception Fri Aug 28 
from 5–7 pm, free, Mon–Fri through Dec 11

MUSEUMS

Art of the American West: The Haub 
Family Collection: Tacoma Art Museum, 
Tues–Sun, $14, through Oct 1

THINGS TO DO ARTS & CULTUREARTS & CULTURE

Continued

NEPO 5K Don’t Run: The End 
Is NEPO Sat Aug 29, from Hing Hay 
Park to NEPO House

http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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TO ADVERTISE, CALL 206-323-7101 OR E-MAIL ADINFO@THESTRANGER.COMTO ADVERTISE, CALL 206-323-7101 OR E-MAIL ADINFO@THESTRANGER.COM

FALL 2015   
COMING 

SEPTEMBER 9!

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=mailto:ADINFO@THESTRANGER.COM
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FERAL ICONS 
CD release party and performance

featuring Mara Gearman

Feral Icons is an album of new works for solo 
viola, composed by Peter Vukmirovic Stevens  

and performed by violist Mara Gearman  
from the Seattle Symphony

Steve Jensen Gallery
1424 10th Ave. Saturday, September 12th
Doors at 7:30 PM, performance at 8 PM

$10 at the door  

Chiho Aoshima: Rebirth 
of the World: Seattle Asian 
Art Museum, Wed–Sun, $9, 
through Oct 4
Constructs: Installations 
by Asian Pacific American 
Women Artists: Wing Luke 
Museum, Tues–Sun, $14.95, 
through April 17
Disguise: Masks and Global 
African Art: Seattle Art 
Museum, Wed–Mon, $19.50, 
through Sept 7
The Duchamp Effect: Seattle 
Art Museum, Wed–Sun, $19.50, 
through Aug 14, 2016
James Turrell’s Light Reign: 
Henry Art Gallery, Wed–Sun, 
$10
Leo Saul Berk: Structure and 
Ornament: Frye Art Museum, 
Tues–Sun, free, through Sept 6
Roger Shimomura: An 
American Knockoff: Tacoma 
Art Museum, Tues–Sun, $14, 
through Sept 13
Sam Vernon: Olympic Sculp-
ture Park, free, through March 
6, 2016
Sanctum: Henry Art Gallery, free
What’s Up, Doc? The Animation Art of 
Chuck Jones: EMP Museum, $22 adv/$25 at 
the door, through Jan 17

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

READINGS & TALKS

Naomi Jackson & 
Anastacia Tolbert
 DON’T MISS  Naomi Jackson’s debut 
novel, The Star Side of Bird Hill, covers a 
lot of ground. An overworked and de-
pressed single mother sends her two girls 
to Barbados to live with their grandmother. 
Parallel coming-of-age stories ensue. The 
great Jamaican novelist Marlon James heaps 
praises on the book, calling it “the unwrit-
ten history of women without men,” which 
is reason enough for me to check out the 
reading. Current Hugo House poet in resi-
dence, fighter of social injustices, performer, 
and educator Anastacia Tolbert will don 
one or all of her many hats and perform 
something funny and powerful. (Elliott Bay 
Book Company, Tues Sept 1, 7 pm, free) 
RICH SMITH

We also recommend… 

Felicia Day in Conversation with Tracey 
Conway: University Temple United Meth-
odist Church, Wed Aug 26, 7 pm, $25.99

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

PERFORMANCE

John Baxter Is a 
Switch Hitter
 DON’T MISS  In 2008, Seattle hosted the 
Gay Softball World Series, which involved 
almost 200 teams and ended with a federal 
lawsuit accusing one powerhouse team 
from San Francisco of using secretly straight 
players as ringers. John Baxter Is a Switch 
Hitter, a world premiere by Ana Brown and 
Andrew Russell based on that saga, stars a 
pack of great local actors including Regi-
nald André Jackson, Betsy Schwartz, Adam 
Standley, Stranger Genius Award nominee 

Charles Leggett, and many others. Plus it 
has a choreographer (Marc Kenison, aka 
Waxie Moon) and a fight director  
(Peter Dylan O’Connor). Dare we hope for a 
dance fight? (Cornish Playhouse at Seattle 
Center, Wed–Sun, $45–$58, through Sept 
27) BRENDAN KILEY

We also recommend…

THEATER

Matilda the Musical: 5th Avenue Theatre, 
Tues–Sun, $35–$100, through Sept 6
Ms. Pak-Man: Bonus Stage!: Re-bar, Aug 
27–29, 8 pm, $20 adv/$25 DOS, 21+

COMEDY

Comedy Womb Open Mic: Rendezvous, 
$5, Tues Aug 25, 7 and 9 pm, 21+

BURLESQUE

Flamingo: Can Can, $30/$40, Wed–Thurs at 
7 pm (17+), Fri–Sat at 7 (17+) and 9:30 pm 
(21+), Sun at 7:30 pm (17+)
Junk Yard: Can Can, $25 ($35 VIP), Thurs 
Aug 27 at 9:30 pm, 21+

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

FILM

Road House with 
David Schmader  
 DON’T MISS  The hero of Road House is 
Patrick Swayze. He plays a professional 
bouncer (or “cooler”). His job is really hard, 
his past is a bit mysterious, and the blond 
and Nordic Kelly Lynch is his love interest. 
The villain in all of this is none other than 
Ben Gazzara. The movie is very, very bad, 
which is why it’s very, very good that one 
of our city’s greatest comic minds, David 
Schmader, is hosting and annotating it. Can 
Schmader do for Road House what he did 
for Showgirls? Go and see. (Triple Door, 
Wed Aug 26, 7:30 pm, $15 adv/$17 DOS, 
17+) CHARLES MUDEDE

We also recommend…

Ant-Man: Various locations
Best of Enemies: Seven Gables Theatre

THINGS TO DO ARTS & CULTURE

Continued

Naomi 
Jackson
Tues Sept 
1 at Elliott 
Bay Book 
Company

LOLA FLASH

http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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206 N. 36th St. Fremont
GEORGEANDDRAGONPUB.COM

Football on Telly 
ALWAYS!

2ND MONDAY OF THE 
MONTH BOOK EXCHANGE

- Happy Hour ti l  9pm!
MONTH BOOK EXCHANGE

1530 FIRST AVE (1ST & PINE) • 206.467.7745
BEST PSYCHIC READINGS DAILY!

LARGEST SELECTION OF METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
      IN DOWNTOWN SEATTLE

Books, Tarot, Goddess, Magic,
Astrology, Tibetan, Statues, Sage, 
Crystals, Candles, Incense, Oils, 

Aromatherapy, Hemp, Global 
Exchange & Fair-Trade & 

much,much more!!

Open gaming when you want to game—
— we welcome board games, card games, roleplaying games, miniatures games, and more —

—EVERY WEEKDAY UNTIL MIDNIGHT.

PHOENIX
COMICS & GAMES
 P H O E N I X S E A T T L E . C O M

1521 Tenth Avenue 
206-624-6600

www.elliottbaybook.com 

USED BOOK SALE

17171 Bothell Wy NE
Lake Forest Park, WA

206.366.3333
www.thirdplacebooks.com

6504 20th Ave NE
Seattle, WA

206.525.2347
www.ravenna.thirdplacebooks.com

NOVEMBER 
7 & 8

40% OFF USED BOOKS

BOTH
LOCATIONS

USED BOOK SALE

17171 Bothell Wy NE
Lake Forest Park, WA
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www.thirdplacebooks.com
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Seattle, WA
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17171 Bothell Wy NE
Lake Forest Park, WA

206.366.3333
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Seattle, WA

206.525.2347
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USED BOOK SALE

17171 Bothell Wy NE
Lake Forest Park, WA

206.366.3333
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6504 20th Ave NE
Seattle, WA

206.525.2347
www.ravenna.thirdplacebooks.com

NOVEMBER 
7 & 8

40% OFF USED BOOKS

BOTH
LOCATIONS

17171 Bothell Way NE • Lake Forest Park, WA

206-366-3333 • www.thirdplacebooks.com

Counting: Northwest Film Forum, Aug 29–

Sept 1, $6–$11

The End of the Tour: Various locations

The Gift: Various locations

Inside Out: Various locations

The Iron Ministry: Grand Illusion, opens 

Fri Aug 28

It Follows: Scarecrow Video, Sun Aug 30, 7 

pm, free

Ricki and the Flash: Various locations

Shaun the Sheep: Various locations

Spy: Various locations

Straight Outta Compton: Various 

locations

Trainwreck: Various locations

Valley Girl: Central Cinema, Aug 29–Sept 

2, $8

War Room:  Various locations, opens Fri 

Aug 28

Westworld: Scarecrow Video, Fri Aug 28, 8 

pm, free

Wild at Heart: Central Cinema, Aug 29–

Sept 1, 9 pm, $8

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

FOOD & DRINK

Snouts & Stouts
 DON’T MISS  Days are getting shorter, 

mornings are getting chillier, and the lake 

will soon no longer be a refuge for the 

hot and drunk. Before summer fades away 

entirely, take advantage of Little Water 

Cantina’s monthly Snouts & Stouts event, 

which includes a whole hog roast, plenty of 

local beer (courtesy of Two Beers Brewery), 

and live music (provided by Sweetheart of 

the Rodeo). For $17, you get a pork taco 

platter (roast pork, rice and beans, hand-

made tortillas, plus all the fixings) and 

a pint of beer. Best of all, you can enjoy 

it from Little Water Cantina’s huge back 

patio overlooking Lake Union. The event is 

kid-friendly and doesn’t take reservations, 

so you’re advised to get there early. (Little 

Water Cantina, Sun Aug 30, 5 pm, $17) 

KATHLEEN RICHARDS

We also recommend…

Authentic Mexican Kitchen Cooking 
Class: Chef Shop, Aug 26–27, 6:30–9 pm, 

$75, sold out 

Caviar Tasting: Seattle Caviar Company, 

Thurs Aug 20, 5–7 pm, $25

Food Culture Series: The Flavor of 
Dance: Pike Place Market Atrium Kitchen, 

Fri Aug 28, 6 pm, $150

Free Wine Tasting: Champion Wine Cel-

lars, Sat Aug 29, noon–5 pm

Free Wine Tasting: DeLaurenti, Sat Aug 

29, 2–4 pm

Free Wine Tasting: Esquin Wine Mer-

chants, Thurs Aug 27 from 5–6:30 pm, Sat 

Aug 29 from 2–5 pm, free

Free Wine on 15th: European Vine Selec-

tions, Sat Aug 29, 3–6 pm

Guest Chef Night: Chef Hsiao-Ching  
Chou from Chinese Soul Food 
Blog: Farestart, Thurs Aug 27, 5:30–8 pm, 

$29.95

Happy Hour at the Swedish Club: Swed-

ish Cultural Center, Fri Aug 21, 5–10:30 pm

Onibaba Ramen Pop-up: Miyabi 45th, 

Wed Aug 19, 11:30 am–2 pm

Paella Night: Terra Plata, Mon Aug 31, 5 

pm, $15

$10 Pizza Mondays: Cafe Lago, Mon Aug 

31, 5 pm

Sips of Summer Bash: Premiere on Pine, 

Thurs Aug 27, 6–9 pm, $45

Taco Wednesdays: Roanoke Park Place 

Tavern, Wed Aug 26, 4 pm–2 am, $1 each

University District Farmer’s Market: 

University Way NE between 50th & 52nd, 

Sat Aug 29, 9 am–2 pm, free

Wii Wednesdays: Sake Nomi, Wed Aug 26, 

6 pm, free

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com

FESTIVALS

Roachella 2015 
 DON’T MISS  If Pizza Fest didn’t sate your 

ravenous appetite for degenerate rock 

and roll, get some more scuzzed-out punk, 

garage, and dark-hearted post-punk at 

Roachella. The four-night extravaganza is a 

gluttonous banquet of bands that somehow 

can still infuse rock with a sense of dan-

ger—not an easy feat in 2015. Some of the 

highlights include scathing punk miscreants 

LYSOL, the Liars-like avant-goth-rock of 

Marriage + Cancer, and the overpoweringly 

nihilistic black metal of Same-Sex Dictator. 

As Seattle becomes more sanitized and 

pricey, Roachella fights to keep the music 

scene bracingly filthy. (Black Lodge [all ages] 

and Victory Lounge [21+], Aug 27–30, 21+) 

DAVE SEGAL

We also recommend…

Punk Rock Flea Market: The Punk Rock 

Post Office, Sat Aug 29, noon–10 pm, $1

Rainier Valley Roots & Music Festival: 

Rainier Valley Cultural Center, Sat Aug 29, 

6:30 pm, $20

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com

QUEER

Gay Day at Wild 
Waves
 DON’T MISS  Wild Waves is “one of the 

greatest places in Seattle,” says a friend 

who just went. The usual crowd is tattooed 

country folk, but today the water park will 

be overrun with queers and their allies (and 

ticket proceeds will benefit Camp Ten Trees 

and LGBT homeless youth). According to 

my source, there are legitimately thrilling 

slides, aquatic play areas, a wave pool, a 

beer garden, and lots of kinds of carnival 

food, including elephant ears. “And there’s 

not a lot of supervision, because children 

are the authority,” my source says, referring 

to the teen lifeguards. This Gay Day Picnic 

Party Fundraiser also has entertainment 

and raffles. (Wild Waves, Sun Aug 30, 10 

am–7 pm, $29.99, all ages) CHRISTOPHER 

FRIZZELLE

We also recommend…

Bearaoke: Cuff, Tues Sept 1, 8 pm, free, 

21+

DJ Night: Cuff, Fri–Sat, 10 pm, free, 21+

I Hate Karaoke: Pony, Tues Sept 1, 9 pm, 

free, 21+

Mimosas with Mama: 9 to 5 (ish): Nar-

whal, Sun Aug 30, 1 pm, $25 adv, 21+

Robbie Turner’s Playground: R Place, 

Wed Aug 26, free, 21+

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com

THINGS TO DO ARTS & CULTURE
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THINGS TO DO

WEDNESDAY 8/26

Pentagram, Electric Citizen, Skelator
(Neumos) Being in a band is notoriously 
diffi cult, but perhaps no band has weath-
ered more storms than Pentagram. Formed 
in 1971, the Alexandria, Virginia, group 
played a raw style of early doom metal that 
attracted major-label attention. Sadly, Pen-
tagram’s interpersonal issues (singer Bobby 
Liebling’s infamous drug use, a constantly 
rotating lineup) prevented them from ever 
achieving the recognition they deserved. 
That changed with the 2011 documentary 
Last Days Here, which thrust the band back 
into the public’s consciousness. Unfortunate-
ly, real life didn’t mirror the fi lm’s feel-good 
ending, and Liebling continues to struggle. 
(In an April interview with Noisey, he said 
he’s “barely holding on by a thread.”) 
Nonetheless, Pentagram have a new album 
(Curious Volume), Liebling has apparently 
found God, and life goes on. For Pentagram, 
it’s all about overcoming odds. KATHLEEN 
RICHARDS

’80s Ladies KEXP Benefi t: The 
Young Evils, Star Anna, Adra Boo, 
S, Deep Creep, Bardot, Tea Cozies
(Tractor) KEXP has made quite a few friends 
in this city since its current incarnation 
sprang to life in the 1980s, and it isn’t afraid 
to call on them for favors when the time 
is right. Now that the state yanked away 
funding initially reserved for the radio sta-
tion’s renovated digs at Seattle Center, the 
time for favors is nigh. Unsurprisingly, this 
has led to a glut of great programming with 
the goal of raising money for the cause, like 
tonight’s tribute to the ladies of the ’80s, 
featuring a rogue’s gallery of Seattle talent, 
including the Young Evils, Star Anna, Fly 
Moon Royalty’s Adra Boo, and Jenn Ghetto 
of S. It takes a village to raise a radio sta-
tion, and KEXP deserves all the loving it can 
get. KYLE FLECK

Future Fridays, Moon Dial, 
Freeway Park, Skymall
(Columbia City Theater) Sari Breznau and Eric 

Padget are Future Fridays, a duo who used to 
date each other but do not date each other 
anymore, play bright, big-feelings power pop 
from every stage of their relationship and 
beyond, and seem like the kind of enthusi-
astic folks you’d want on your trivia team 
or at your Halloween party. Skymall are ex 
members of Northwest faves the Trucks, the 
Terrordactyls, the Hot ’n’ Readies, and Yes, 
Oh Yes—dig their bittersweet album Shop Til 
You Stop, and even more bittersweet song 
“Skymall,” a simple eulogy for the greatest 
in-air publication ever made. With Freeway 
Park (a noisy, spoken-word kind of band) and 
Moon Dial (a laid-back, indie journal-pop 
kind of band). EMILY NOKES

THURSDAY 8/27

Noise Yoga: Gabriel Saloman
(Frye Art Museum, all ages) A former 
member of revered noise-rock subversives 
Yellow Swans, Gabriel Saloman moved to 
Vancouver, BC, after that group split in 2010 
and has gone on to a solo career in which 

he’s established himself as a drone guitarist 
of indomitable majesty. On his 2014 album 
Movement Building Vol. 1, Saloman titles 
the two epic tracks “The Disciplined Body,” 
and the grandly arcing, gently pulsating 
sounds should facilitate assuming those chal-
lenging asanas at this installment of Noise 
Yoga. By the way, look out for Saloman’s 
excellent new dub project with DJ Michael 
Red called Chambers. Their Sigma Flare 1 
EP—out in October on Debacle Records—is a 
spacious yet subterranean trip through some 
truly eerie and desolate realms. (Saloman 
is also playing Machine House Brewery on 
Saturday, August 29.) DAVE SEGAL

Display, Nail Polish, American 
Nudism, Casual Hex
(Vermillion) Vermillion is keeping the Hill 
weird tonight with this bill of local punk. 
Reanimated Everett post-punk outfi t Display 
were originally active 2000 to 2003, making 
danceable, atonal guitar skronk as fun as 
it was antagonistic. Fortunately for Seattle 

MUSICMUSIC Noteworthy Shows This Week
strangerthingstodo.com/music  @SEAshows

LUCINDA ROANOKE

Briana Marela
Sat Aug 29 at Barboza

Continued

http://strangerthingstodo.com/music
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Friday, August 28th
DEIPHAGO

CRURIFRAGIUM 
Necrot

Trenchgrinder
9PM, $10-$12

Saturday, August 29th
SOULTIME

9PM, $10

Sunday, August 30th
SWEAT LODGE

Diesto
Sly Run
9PM, $8

Wednesday, September 2nd
MILD HIGH CLUB

Killer Ghost
Wood Knot

Invisible Hand
9PM, $8-$10

Thursday, September 10th
FUCK THE FACTS 

THE DRIP
Transient
Spacebag

LB!
9PM, $8-$10

www.highlineseattle.com
210 Broadway Ave E • 21+

Dinner service Sun - Tues 4pm-8pm

post-punk fans, they’ve re-formed and are 
playing shows again, so keep an ear out for 
their groove-filled, herky-jerk experimental 
punk. Also keeping this show weirdo-friendly, 
Seattle’s newest minimal-synth/post-punk 
band to watch, American Nudism, have me 
pretty excited about their lo-fi synth perver-
sions. Ranging from Throbbing Gristle– and 
Whitehouse-inspired industrial grossness to 
comparatively charming minimal-synth drudg-
ery, their first tape release, Vol. 1, is strange, 
noisy music for masochistic ears. Newer local 
post-punk projects Casual Hex (sludgy, cavern-
ous Banshees-esque riffs) and Nail Polish (with 
members of Smiling) round out this freak-
approved bill. BRITTNIE FULLER

Soul Clap
(Q Nightclub) Collaborating with Funkadelic 
and Sly Stone scores you serious cred points, 
no matter what year you do it. So the fact 
that the two jokers in Soul Clap—Cnyce (Chaz 
Shabazz) and Elyte (E-Heavy the Bamboo-
zla)—managed to get the funk/soul legends 
to work with them on their new In Da Kar 
album is a coup of staggering dimensions. The 
four snippets I’ve heard from that record find 
Soul Clap subtly transforming the latter-day 
Funkadelic style—think One Nation Under 
a Groove’s up-tempo jams—into a hedonis-
tic, psychedelic house context. If that’s not 
enough to get you out of the pad on a Thurs-
day night, then you’re probably related to Sir 
Nose D’Voidofunk, chump. DAVE SEGAL

Acid Tongue, Kingdom of the Holy 
Sun, Nostalgist, Scott Yoder
(Tractor) All four members of Seattle’s 

Acid Tongue operate under the same last 
name: Manson. Does ol’ Charlie’s surname 
still carry subcultural clout and danger? Its 
power to shock seems diminished at this late 
date. Anyway, that’s a needless distraction 
from Acid Tongue’s music, which, from the 
scant recordings one can hear online, strives 
for a Sparks-like glam grandiosity but does 
so with a grittier rock attack that flutters 
an eyelash or two toward T. Rex. These faux 
Mansons seem like fun-loving dudes who 
can communicate their joie de vivre into 
songs you want to hear more than once. 
(Trust me—that is a major accomplishment.) 
DAVE SEGAL

FRIDAY 8/28

Failure, the New Regime
(Showbox, all ages) Brian Eno once said that 
the Velvet Underground sold only 30,000 
units of their first album, but everyone who 
bought a copy started a band. If that’s true, 
then the Velvet Underground’s modern 
successor is Failure. The union of multi-
instrumentalist songwriters and producers 
Ken Andrews and Greg Edwards sired only 
a handful of records in the 1990s, but those 
releases, especially their double album Fan-
tastic Planet, had an outsize impact. Failure’s 
textured blend of hard rock and atmo-
spheric pop became the template for much 
of the gothic rock of the ’00s. The group 
reunited last year for a tour and just traded 
the theme of deep space for that of sleep 
paralysis on their comeback album, The 
Heart Is a Monster. JOSEPH SCHAFER

Ducktails, Regal Degal, Zebra Hunt
(Barboza) Looking for the apotheosis of 
chillwave? (Don’t front—I know you are.) 
Check out Ducktails’ self-titled 2009 LP on 

Not Not Fun. Few albums from that brief 
phase of underground rock captured the 
heat-hazed, beachy-breezy vibe better than 
Ducktails, the handiwork of New Jersey’s 
Matt Mondanile, who’s also in Real Estate. 
At his best, Ducktails sounds like a less 
jittery, less scatterbrained Ariel Pink, his 
nonchalantly pretty melodies easing their 
way into your ears with carefree charm. The 
new album, St. Catherine, finds Mondanile 
continuing his quest for a slicker produc-
tion style in which vocals and guitar gain 
an almost-MOR-radio clarity. While he’s still 
the anti–Bruce Springsteen, Mondanile’s 
drive for higher fidelity has made his music 
more liable to fade into the post–Kurt Vile, 
slacker-rock blandscape. DAVE SEGAL

R. Jencks, Cathartech, Interracial 
Sex, Furniture Worship
(Kremwerk) Squall, Kremwerk’s experimen-
tal/noise-centered night, moves to fourth 
Fridays, and some A+ sado-mathematicians 
are on tap to welcome it. Furniture Worship 
are the duo of Felicia Gaggins and Abra-
ham Moses, whose towering obelisks of 
grit and rust seem to be aurally modeled 
after a sunburned Tatooine sandcrawler. AJ 
Lindner, who goes by Cathartech, takes a 
gentler but no less frightening approach to 
sonic sculpting, using modular synthesizers 
to fashion dilated, paranoid frequencies of 
drone and feedback. Headliner R. Jencks 
has been plying his overcooked analog 
negative-wave since the 1980s; his music is a 
miasma of sound as thick, dark, and inescap-
able as a tar pit. It’s fun for the hole family. 
KYLE FLECK

Peter Frampton, Cheap Trick
(Marymoor Park, all ages) Dig this Friday 
night’s classic one-two punch of late-’70s 

radio rock AND roll! Peter Frampton, of 

course, has much more going for him than 

just “that one song from the radio.” Um, he 

got his start in the Herd AND then cofound-

ed Humble Pie. Anyway, I bet he’ll play 

“that one song from the radio,” but then 

he’ll play all his other songs, too. As for 

Cheap Trick, they want you to want them, 

but you prolly already LOVE THEM, deeply. 

I know this ’cause I’d reckon 80 percent 

of anyone born in the 1970s was fiercely 

obsessed with or at least surrendered them-

selves to a proper Cheap Trick phase as a 

preteen or, in fact, a teenage teenager. Y’all 

will be in heaven tonight! MIKE NIPPER

SATURDAY 8/29

Jenny Hval, Briana Marela

(Barboza) The music of Jenny Hval feels 

gloriously new and strange, postmodern in 

subject matter and timeless in sound, with 

a performance artist’s passion and rhetoric 

driving her work. “You say I’m free now, 

that battle is over/And feminism is over and 

socialism is over,” she croons over plush 

organ chords on recent single “That Battle 

Is Over,” before finishing the thought with 

“I can consume what I want now.” It’s the 

unapologetic baldness of her political senti-

ments that make all her other choices—the 

stripped-down chamber-folk sound, the lilt-

ing curvature of her voice—so fantastically 

unintuitive. Instead of fronting a powder-

keg punk band or alienating noise group, 

Hval gently, delicately opines on the decay 

of modern life and womanhood, a foreign 

object in her own world. KYLE FLECK
Continued

THINGS TO DO MUSIC

Wed
8/26
8pm

DOWN GLOW,
Megasapien,
Ida Bay

Thu 
8/27 
9pm

YE YE NIGHT
w/ Les Chausettes 
(Vancouver BC),
Moonspinners,
The Crush, 
The Prettys, 
& DJ Mama 
Casserole - $8

Fri 
8/28 
9pm

NERD CONCERT,
Kirby Krackle, 
Richie Branson
Death Star,
Icarus Kid, & Lex Lingo

Sat 
8/29
9pm

ROACHELLA 2015 
SIDE BASH w/
The Snakebites,
Coke Nails,
Beverly Crusher,
& Special Guests

Sun 
8/30
8pm

HOT LUNCH
(Tee Pee Records),
Banquet (SF),
Plushy (PDX),
& Coyote - $7
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VISIT NASCIGS.COM OR 
CALL 1-800-435-5515
PROMO CODE 96386

CIGARETTES *Plus applicable sales tax

INGREDIENTS: 
ORGANIC TOBACCO
ORGANIC MENTHOL

Offer for two “1 for $2” Gift Certi� cates good for any Natural American Spirit 
cigarette product (excludes RYO pouches and 150g tins). Not to be used in 
conjunction with any other offer. Offer and website restricted to U.S. smokers 21 
years of age and older. Limit one offer per person per 12 month period. Offer void 
in MA and where prohibited. Other restrictions may apply. Offer expires 06/30/16.

ORGANIC TOBACCO
ORGANIC MENTHOL

Seattle Stranger 08-26-15.indd   1 8/6/15   1:22 PM

NEW ALBUM FEATURING

“MOUNTAIN AT MY GATES”
AND

“WHAT WENT DOWN”

AVAILABLE AT

http://nascigs.com/
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TUE, SEPT. 22

ONLY WEST 

COAST SHOW!

TINASHE & ELIJAH BLAKE

BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW AT THEFAIR.COM

http://thefair.com/
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TIMES LISTED ARE SHOW TIMES. 
DOORS OPEN 30-60 MINUTES BEFORE.

9 2 SPECTERS  9 3 PLANES ON PAPER 
9 9 COUNTRY LIPS 9 3 PLANES ON 

PAPER  9 4 ACKRABBIT STARTS  9 9 
COUNTRY LIPS  9 10 THE REVIVALISTS 
9 12 RED ELVISES  9 13 LOCH LOMOND 

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK,
TWITTER & TUMBLR

 

Sat September 5
NOLA ROADHOUNDS

REBIRTH BRASS BAND
Two Shows 8pm/10pm

$25/$30 or $40 for BOTH!

Thu August 27 
THE STRANGER SUGGESTS

ACID TONGUE 
KINGDOM OF THE HOLY SUN,
NOSTALGIST, SCOTT YODER

9PM - $8

Fri August 28 
BOOTSTOMPING AMERICANA

THE BLACKBERRY 
BUSHES STRING BAND
(ALBUM RELEASE)
THE WARREN G HARDINGS
CASEY RUFF & THE MAYORS OF 

BALLARD
9PM - $10

Sat August 29
MARDI GRAUGUST

TUBALUBA
THE FABULOUS PARTY BOYS

9PM - $10

Tue September 1 
SINGER/SONGWRITER

COURTNEY MARIE 
ANDREWS
NICK FOSTER BAND, TOBIAS THE OWL

8PM - $8

 
NECTAR LOUNGE

412 N 36th St
206.632.2020

www.nectarlounge.com

8.27 Thursday
Nectar & Da808 present:
MAOLI
PeniDean (Natty Vibes), Positive Rising

8.28 Friday (Jerry Garcia Tribute)
JERRY GARCIA 
CELEBRATION
10th Annual feat ANDY COE BAND
w/ guests Jessica Lurie & Thoine Diop

8.30 Sunday (Hip Hop)
RYAN TAYLOR + MEGA RAN
Kush Brando & Eddie Grandpre & more

8.31 Monday (Weekly Jam)
MO’ JAM MONDAYS
Where Seattle Musicians Come to Jam!

9.2 Wednesday (Reggae)
THE ETHIOPIANS
I-Triniti, The Lights, 
Cannon & The Lions of Judah

9.3 Thursday (DJ Mashup)
THE HOOD INTERNET
80s vs 90s w/ DJ’s Indica Jones & 
Swervewon, plus DJ Boombox Kid

9.4 Friday (Reggae / Island / Hip Hop)
DA BECKONING BAND
Two Story Zori, Winstrong, Rec1

9.5 Saturday (Reggae)
CLINTON FEARON &  
THE BOOGIE BROWN BAND
9.6 Sunday (Bhangra / Dance / EDM)
JAI HO! SUMMER PARTY!
Bollywood Dance Party hosted by Prashant
1st 100 ladies FREE! (visit jaihoparty.com)

9.8 TOO SLIM &  
 THE TAILDRAGGERS 
9.10 SKERIK & FRIENDS
9.11 EVERYONE ORCHESTRA  
FT. MEMBERS OF LEFTOVER SALMON, 
ALO, MOTET, YMSB & FRUITION

9.13 ELIOTT LIPP / GLADKILL 
9.16 MIKE LOVE
9.17 SISTER SPARROW &  
 THE DIRTY BIRDS 
9.18 MARK FARINA 

“MUSHROOM JAZZ” 
9.19 HIT EXPLOSION 
9.23 ¡MAYDAY! 
9.25 POLECAT
9.26 TORTURED SOUL 
10.3 ACORN PROJECT
10.9 & THE NEW  
10.10  MASTERSOUNDS
10.11  NAPPY ROOTS /  
  CYHI THE PRYNCE
10.17  GAUDI
10.22  PEDRITO MARTINEZ
10.24  NITE WAVE
10.28  KRISTIN HERSH
10.29  RABBIT WILDE  

& THE LIL’ SMOKIES
10.30 & MONOPHONICS W/  
10.31 POLYRHYTHMICS
11.4 NIGHTMARES ON WAX  

(DJ SET)
11.5 WIL BLADES & DJ LOGIC
11.6 DEAD WINTER CARPENTERS
11.13 HEAD FOR THE HILLS / 
 TROUT STEAK REVIVAL

Vance Galloway and Charles Stanyan
(Chapel Performance Space, all ages) Seattle 
guitarist and revered audio engineer Vance 
Galloway and Portland modular-synth 
player/field recordist Charles Stanyan are 
masters of creating subtly morphing drones 
and understatedly enigmatic atmospheres 
with minimalist means. Both musicians use 
rigorous academic methods to produce 
music that affects listeners on a deeply 
emotional level. This set will be presented 
in surround sound, which is going to be 
amazing in Chapel Performance Space’s 
acoustically rich environs. DAVE SEGAL

Randy Newman
(Chateau Ste. Michelle, all ages) It bears 
repeating: Randy Newman is a giant. 
Sweep the Oscars off the shelf, delete the 
Pixar tearjerkers and novelty hits from the 
catalog, and you’ll find a body of work that 
rivals any great songwriter for emotional 
and intellectual complexity. And humor. 
Which keeps some people from appreciat-
ing the depth and beauty of his songs. His 
concerts are master classes in simplicity and 
self-effacement. If you’re on the fence, jump 
off. He won’t be around forever, and they 
don’t make them like him anymore. In truth, 
they never did. SEAN NELSON

SUNDAY 8/30

Thee Oh Sees, SSDD, Smiling
(Crocodile, all ages) As a general rule, 
it’s a dick move to go on hiatus and then 
reemerge under the same name with new 
players, and yet that’s what John Dwyer did 
between 2013’s Floating Coffin and 2015’s 

Manipulator Defeated at Last. Out with 
Brigid, Petey, and Mike—in with Timothy, 
Ryan, and Dan (granted, Brigid appears on 
Manipulator). Then again, Thee Oh Sees 
have always been Dwyer’s baby. It began as 
a solo project, shifted from San Francisco to 
Los Angeles, and folded in fifth Beatle Lars 
Finberg on occasion. Change was the name 
of the game, and the new record, which 
combines motorik beats with lysergic vibes, 
burns so hot that it can’t be denied. Some-
times it’s a thin line between dick move and 
stroke of brilliance. KATHY FENNESSY

Roachella Night Four: The Trashies, 
Sashay, the Dee Dees, LYSOL
(Black Lodge, all ages) The grand, grungy 
experiment in DIY organizing and school of 
punk aesthetics known as Roachella comes 
crashing to an end on Sunday night, when 
the Trashies take the stage at Black Lodge. 
Their “gunk rock” approach might as well be 
a metaphor for the Lodge and the city’s un-
derground scene as a whole: No matter how 
many new condos open or how many beloved 
institutions are shut down (RIP, the Josephine 
and Heartland), the weirdos of the city will 
always find a way to rise from the garbage. 
The openers are no slouches in the shredding 
department, either: From the queercore as-
sault of Sashay to the sweet ’n’ sour sounds of 
all-ladies Ramones tribute the Dee Dees, this 
is an appropriately frothy and furious way to 
close out the weekend. KYLE FLECK

The Cannanes, the World 
Record, Blooper
(Sunset) Who else forgot all about the 
Cannanes? I feel lousy for admitting that I 
totally lost track of this Australian indie-pop 
group, who’ve been going since 1984 and 
have released gems on Olympia’s K Records 

and Seattle’s Slabco. Even as late as 2013, 

with the Small Batch EP and Howling at 

All Hours LP, the Cannanes sound perfectly 

adorable, preserved in an ’80s international-

pop-underground bubble of sweet, lo-fi 

songcraft—except for the occasional dub 

tangent (e.g., “Zone”). But for the most 

part, they stay in their intimate, jangly lane, 

bolstered by Frances Gibson’s fragile, tender 

vocals. If you dig lyrical, Go-Betweens-esque 

pop, you shouldn’t miss this show. Who 

knows when the Cannanes will make it back 

to the United States? DAVE SEGAL

MONDAY 8/31

Choose your own misadventure.

TUESDAY 9/1

The Atomic Bitchwax, Mos 
Generator, Against the Grain, 
Comedy of Terror, the Free Nation
(Studio Seven, all ages) The Atomic Bitchwax 

sound like voyagers from a parallel universe 

where presidents Gibson and Marshall 

adorn American currency. The first track on 

new album Gravitron is called “Sexecution-

er.” Clearly, subtlety is not their forte. That 

said, if you’re looking for riffs, this New 

Jersey power trio has what you need. Think 

of it as machine rock—their music wouldn’t 

be possible without finely engineered 

amplifiers, and sounds like engines, buzz 

saws, and ray guns. Composed of members 

of both Monster Magnet and Core, the 

Atomic Bitchwax have been jamming since 

the early 1990s but are only just now hitting 

their stride as a great rock act. JOSEPH 
SCHAFER

Diet Cig, bed., the Echo Echo Echoes
(Barboza) Upstate New York duo Diet Cig 
appear to have been raised exclusively on 
the K Records back catalog, with an espe-
cially heavy serving of Mirah circa You Think 
It’s Like This but Really It’s Like This. The 
“slop pop” of Alex Luciano and Noah Bow-
man positively teems with all the usual K 
hallmarks: slacker casualness, lo-fi pedigree, 
effortlessly appealing hooks, and, crucially, 
songs that sound like they were written in a 
worn-down Moleskine. “I can’t play instru-
ments very well/And I’ll eat all of your cereal/
But I’ll never be a smoker/’Cause the second 
cigarette makes me feel like shit,” aren’t 
exactly lyrics you’d expect from a heart-
broken cheater’s anthem, but by the time 
Luciano is belting out lines like “If I told you 
I loved you/I don’t know who it would scare 
away faster” on recent single “Sleep Talk,” 
chances are good you’ll be coming down 
with a case of the feels. KYLE FLECK

Lazer Kitty, Apache Truck 
Stop, Sideshooter
(Sunset) Instrumental electronic trio Lazer 
Kitty’s recently released Spies seems to tell 
the oblique story of some space race–era 
espionage and intrigue, with song titles 
like “Tomb of the Unknown Defense 
Contractor” and “Project Midnight Climax” 
colluding with a Los Alamos–inspired color 
scheme and atomized album art. The feel-
ing is borne out by tunes that range from 
chilly Red Dawn dread (“Everyone’s Almost 
Human”) to goofy car-chase themes (“Los 
Desaparecidos”). And, purposefully or not, 
the record evokes a specific tone of nos-
talgia and childhood curiosity surprisingly 
uncommon to the space-rock genre. It’s an 
album of fist-pumpers for chin-strokers. 
KYLE FLECK

THINGS TO DO MUSIC
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 NEW SLU LOCATION!  901 Fairview Ave N Ste C100  •  206-739-5996

WWW.ELCHUPACABRASEATTLE.COM 

Get your LATE-NITE TACOS!
Weekdays til 11pm,  Weekends til Midnight. 

Weekend Brunch! Sat & Sun, 11-3

ALKI BEACH:  
2620 Alki Ave. SW  •  206-933-7344 

PHINNEY RIDGE:  
6711 Greenwood Ave. N  •  206-706-4889

Happy 
HouR

7 days a week: 

4-6pm & 

10-12am

3510 STONE WAY N   SEATTLE, WA 
(206) 420-4435 • stonewaycafe.com

SAT 8/29 - 7:30PM 

RABBIT STEW
SQUARE DANCE 

Thu 8/27 - 7PM:

OPEN MIC
Thu 9/3 - 7PM:

OPEN MIC
Sat 9/5 - 7:30pm:

JAY WALTMUNSON
Wed 9/9 - 5pm:

HARRIS FACE

WWW.TAKEWARNINGPRESENTS.COM 
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/TAKEWARNINGPRESENTS  

TWITTER @TAKEWARNINGSEA

TICKETS @ WWW.TAKEWARNINGPRESENTS.COM

U&C: 9/16 JOEY CAPE (OF LAGWAGON) @ THE SUNSET, 9/18 
TREVOR HALL @ SHOWBOX MARKET, 10/24 KNUCKLE PUCK @ 
EL CORAZON, 11/1 HAVE MERCY @ EL CORAZON, 11/11 DAVID 
RYAN HARRIS @ THE SUNSET, 11/17 LA DISPUTE @ NEPTUNE 

THEATRE, 11/20 HANDS LIKE HOUSES @ EL CORAZON

SAT AUG 29TH @ THE VERA PROJECT

DUDE SOUP 
PODCAST LIVE!

ALL AGES - $15 ADV / $18 DOS  - 8:00 PM

SUN NOV 15TH @ THE VERA PROJECT

THE WORLD IS A 
BEAUTIFUL PLACE & 
I AM NO LONGER 
AFRAID TO DIE,

FOXING, 
TTNG, BRIGHTSIDE

ALL AGES - $14 ADV / $17 DOS  - 7:00 PM

WED 8/26

LIVE
a 88 KEYS Musicians’ Jam: 
Jens Gunnoe, guests, 8 pm, 
free
AQUA BY EL GAUCHO Ben 
Fleck, 6 pm, free

 CHOP SUEY Brite Lines, 
Mise, Pocket Panda, 8 pm, $8

 COLUMBIA CITY 
THEATER Future Fridays, 
Moon Dial, Freeway Park, 
Skymall, 8 pm, $8/$10
a COUTH BUZZARD BOOKS 
ESPRESSO BUONO CAFE 
Open Mic: Guests, 7 pm
C&P COFFEE COMPANY 
Open Mic: Guests
a CROCODILE The Hope 
Project Benefit Concert: Scarlet 
Parke, Ayron Jones, Jazmarae 
Beebe, Matt Strutynski, 8 
pm, $10
DARRELL’S TAVERN Open 
Mic: Guests, 9 pm, free
EL CORAZON the Ludovico 
Treatment, Sausage Slapper, 
Ghostblood, 9 pm, $7
a FIX COFFEEHOUSE Open 
Mic: Guests, 7 pm, free
HIGH DIVE The Thrill, the 
Stravinsky Riots, 8 pm, $6
HIGHWAY 99 Mia Vermillion, 
guests, 8 pm, $7
J&M CAFE The Lonnie 
Williams Band, 8 pm, free
JAZZBONES Maoli, PeniDean, 

Stay Grounded, 8:30 pm, $10

KELLS Liam Gallagher

LO-FI Emby Alexander, Pony 
Homie, William Hall, 9 pm

 NEUMOS Pentagram, 
Electric Citizen, Skelator, 8 
pm, $17

a NOVELTY HILL WINERY 
Stacy Jones, 5 pm, free

OWL N’ THISTLE Justin and 
Guests: 9 pm, free

PARAGON Two Buck Chuck, 
8 pm, free

PINK DOOR Casey MacGill, 
8 pm

RENDEZVOUS The 
Sweeplings, Susy Sun, 9:30 
pm, $10

SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Open Mic: 8:30 pm, free

a STUDIO SEVEN Shai Hulud, 
Lions Lions, Empyrean, 5 pm, 
$10/$12

SUNSET TAVERN Stucky 
& the Boys, Vicious Petals, 
Knathan Ryan, 9 pm, $8

 TRACTOR TAVERN A 
Benefit for KEXP’s New Home: 
80’s Ladies: The Young Evils, 
Star Anna, Adra Boo, S, Deep 
Creep, guests, 8 pm, $14

TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
JD Hobson, 8:30 pm, free

VERMILLION Fancy Funeral 
Party: Night, DJ Mikey 
Shadow, 9 pm, $5

JAZZ
BRASS TACKS The 200 Trio, 
7 pm, free

a JAZZ ALLEY Lee Ritenour 
and Dave Grusin: $32.50

a THE ROYAL ROOM Perry 
Robinson, Stochastic Mettle 
Union Local #35, 8 pm, dona-
tion

VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Wally Shoup: 9 
pm, free

DJ
BALTIC ROOM Bollocks: 
Guests

CONTOUR NuDe Wednesdays

HAVANA Wicked & Wild: DJ 
SoulOne, ZJ Redman, Selecta 
Element, free; $5 after 10 p.m.

NEIGHBOURS Exposed: DJ 
Trent Von, DJ Dirty Bit

 PONY Bloodlust: DJs Gin & 
Tonic, free

Q NIGHTCLUB Hoodboi, 
Kittens, 9 pm, $10

STUDIO SEVEN Electric 
Wednesday: Guests

THURS 8/27

LIVE
AQUA BY EL GAUCHO Ben 
Fleck, 6 pm, free

 BARBOZA Heavy Petting, 
Great Grandpa, Koda Sequoia, 
8 pm, $10

 a BLACK LODGE 
Roachella Night One: 
Paralyzer, Dead, Prizehog, 
Sayonara, 8:30 pm
BLUE MOON TAVERN Rory 
O.K. And The Worst Band 
Ever, 9 pm
CAFE RACER Cameron Delo, 
9 pm

 CHOP SUEY C Average, 
Terminal Fuzz Terror, Shadows, 
the Vatican, 8 pm, $7

 a CITY HALL PLAZA 
Industrial Revelation, noon, 
free
COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Daisy, Like Lightning, guests, 8 
pm, $8/$10
CONOR BYRNE Corner 
Laughters, Debbie Miller, & 
Yet, 9 pm

 CROCODILE Star Anna, 
Blackheart Honeymoon, My 
Cartoon Heart, 9:30 pm, $8
a CROSSROADS SHOPPING 
CENTER Daniel Kahane: 6:30 
pm, free
DARRELL’S TAVERN Tim 
Fantastic, guests, 9 pm, $5
a DOWNPOUR BREWING 
Open Mic Night: Guests, 5 
pm, free
a EL CORAZON 
Nekrogoblikon, Crimson 
Shadows, the Manx, guests, 
7:30 pm, $13/$15; Toarn, 
Kriminals, guests, 8 pm, $8/$10

 a FRYE ART MUSEUM 
Noise Yoga Presents Gabriel 
Saloman: 5:50 pm, $10/$15
HIGH DIVE Encourager, Glass 
Frames, Greg Vaughan, 8 pm, 
$7, Marmalade, 8:30 pm, $6
HIGHWAY 99 Patti Allen, 8 
pm, $7
THE HOLLYWOOD TAVERN 
Max Cobb, 7 pm, free
J&M CAFE True Romans, 8 
pm, free
KELLS Liam Gallagher
THE KRAKEN BAR & 
LOUNGE Rational Anthem, 
Shadow Cats, the Piniellas, 
Coyote Bred, 9 pm, $5
LITTLE RED HEN Jukehouse 
Hounds, $3
LO-FI Les Chaussettes, 
Moonspinners, the Crush, the 
Prettys, DJ Mamma Casserole, 
9 pm, $8
THE MIX Yada Yada Blues 
Band, 9 pm, free
NECTAR Maoli, PeniDean, 8 
pm, $15
PARAGON Susan Galbraith, 
9:30 pm
PONO RANCH The Little 
Donuts, 7 pm, $5 suggested 
donation
RENDEZVOUS Great Peacock, 
Chris King & the Gutterballs, 
Hand in the Attic, 9:30 pm, $8
SEAMONSTER Marmalade, 
10 pm, free
a SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Pop Overthrow Day One: the 
Finger Guns, the Deadset, 
Christa Says Yay, Shakedown at 
the Majestic, the Fradies, Jesse 
Boggs, 7:30 pm, $10
SUBSTATION At the Spine, 
Shame, Perfect Tense, 8 pm, $6
TIM’S TAVERN Jonathan 
Foster Duo, 9 pm, $5

 TRACTOR TAVERN Acid 
Tongue, Kingdom of the Holy 
Sun, Nostalgist, Scott Yoder, 
9 pm, $8
TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
Paul Benoit Trio, 9 pm, free
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Guessing Game, the 
Hollers, 7:30 pm, $13
a VAN VORST PLAZA 
Tomten, noon, free
a VERA PROJECT Decoys, 
Deer Park, Deep Channel, 7:30 
pm, $5

 VERMILLION Display, 
Nail Polish, American Nudism, 
Casual Hex, 8 pm, free
VICTORY LOUNGE Roachella 
Night One: Rabbits, Same-Sex 
Dictator, WASL, 9 pm

JAZZ
 BARCA Jazz at Barca: Phil 

Sparks Trio, Adam Kessler, 
guests, 9 pm, free
BRASS TACKS Shawn 
Mickelson’s Jazz Quartet, 7 
pm, free
a JAZZ ALLEY Lee Ritenour 
and Dave Grusin: $32.50

THINGS TO DO MUSICMUSIC
All the Shows Happening This Week
strangerthingstodo.com/music    @SEAshows    

 = Recommended    a = All Ages

A DRUNK OF THE WEEK SING-ALONG
Old MacDonald had a farm,
E-I-E-I-O.
Old MacDonald had no arms,
E-I-E-I-WHOA!
With a Honey Bucket here, and a Honey Bucket there,
Here a ’Bucket, there a ’Bucket,
Everywhere a wee-wee ’Bucket,
Old MacDonald had a farm,
E-I-E-(KELLY)-O.

KELLY O

DRUNK OF THE WEEK

http://www.elchupacabraseattle.com/
http://stonewaycafe.com/
http://www.takewarningpresents.com/
http://www.facebook.com/TAKEWARNINGPRESENTS
http://www.takewarningpresents.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/music
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109 S. WASHINGTON ST. 
(ON OCCIDENTAL PARK) 
(206) 628-0303

WWW.COMEDYUNDERGROUND.COM

Laurie Kilmartin is an Emmy-
nominated writer for CONAN on 
TBS, and, as a stand-up comedian, 
has appeared on CONAN, Last 
Comic Standing, Jimmy Kimmel 
Live, and Comedy Central. Her 
book, Shitty Mom, was a NY 
Times bestseller. In November, 
she taped her fi rst comedy special, 
45 Jokes About My Dead Dad.

THURS, 8/27 - SUN, 8/29

LAURIE KILMARTIN
w/ Christian Spicer

Open 7 Days A Week
Weekend Brunch 10AM - 3PM

Karaoke Every Wednesday 
Live Music On Weekends

5240 University Way NE, Suite C

www.marsbarseattle.com

Live Music On Weekends

5240 University Way NE, Suite C

a OSTERIA LA SPIGA 
Thursday Night Jazz: Guests, 
7 pm, free
PINK DOOR Bric-a-Brac: 8 pm
a SHUGA JAZZ BISTRO Chris 
James Quartet, 7 pm, free
a TULA’S Tim Kennedy 
Ensemble, 7:30 pm, $7

 VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Lamar Lofton: 9 
pm, free

DJ
BALLROOM Throwback 
Thursdays: DJ Tamm of KISS 
fm, 9 pm
BALTIC ROOM Sugar Beat: 
DJ Bret Law, $3
CENTURY BALLROOM 
Kizomba: 9:30 pm, $8
CONTOUR Jaded: Guests

 HAVANA Sophisticated 
Mama: DJ Nitty Gritty, DJ Sad 
Bastard, free
JAZZBONES College Night: DJ 
Christyle, 9 pm
MERCURY Isolation: DJ 
Coldheart, $3
NEIGHBOURS Revolution: DJ 
Marty Mar, Michael Kutt
OHANA Get Right: ‘80s Ladies 
Night: DJ Sosa, 10 pm, free

 Q NIGHTCLUB Soul Clap, 
10 pm, $12
R PLACE Thirsty Thursdays: 
DJ Flow
TRINITY Beer Pong 
Thursdays: Deaf!N!t, Chris 
Herrera, Christyle, free

FRI 8/28

LIVE
88 KEYS Dueling Piano Show: 
8 pm, free
907 GRILL AND LOUNGE 
Stacy Jones, 9 pm, free
AQUA BY EL GAUCHO Ben 
Fleck, 6 pm, free

 BARBOZA Ducktails, Regal 
Degal, 7 pm, $15
a BLACK LODGE Roachella 
Night Two: Murmurs, the 
Exquisites, Low Culture, Big 
Dick, Sharkie, 8 pm
BLUE MOON TAVERN Tigers 
in the Tank, 9:30 pm
CAFE RACER Mauricio FDal, 
guests, 7 pm
CENTURY BALLROOM Joan 
Soriano
a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE S. Eric Scribner: Found 
Sound + Found Objects = 
Found Music: S. Eric Scribner, 
Keith Eisenbrey, 8 pm, sug-
gested donation $5-$15
CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE 
Gipsy Kings, guests, $50-$90
CHINA HARBOR Orquesta la 
Solucion, 9:30 pm, $15

 CONOR BYRNE Julia 
Massey & The Five Finger 
Discount, Crying Shame, Joy 
Mills, 9 pm, $8
a CROSSROADS SHOPPING 
CENTER Uptown Jazz & 
Swing: 7 pm, free
CUDDLE CLUB Kristen Rubis, 
6 pm, $10/$15
DARRELL’S TAVERN Wiscon, 
Indecisive Rhythm, the 
Vaticunts, 9 pm, $7
a EASY STREET RECORDS 
Into the Cold, 7 pm, free
a EL CORAZON Toxic 
Holocaust, Lord Dying, guests, 
8 pm, $10/$12; Sioux City Pete 
& the Beggars, the Valley, Sun 
Giants, 9:30 pm, $6
FADO IRISH PUB RL Heyer, 
9 pm, free
HIGH DIVE Fernando, the 
Riffbrokers, Quinn, 9:30 
pm, $10
HIGHLINE Deiphago, 
Crurifragium, Necrot, 
Trenchgrinder, 9 pm, $10/$12
HIGHWAY 99 Chebon Tiger, 
JP Hennessy, Whitney Monge, 
8 pm, $15
JAZZBONES Girls Love 
Rockets, Geoffrey Castle, 8 
pm, $15
THE KRAKEN BAR & 
LOUNGE Iron Kingdom, 
Substratum, Gunslinger, 9 
pm, $5

 KREMWERK R. Jencks, 
Cathartech, Interracial Sex, 
Furniture Worship, Ambrosia, 
DJ Maire, 6 pm, $5
a LAKE UNION PARK 
Eldridge Gravy & the Court 
Supreme, noon, free
LITTLE RED HEN Knut Bell & 
the Blue Collars, $5
LO-FI Kirby Krackle, Richie 
Branson, Death*Star, Icarus 
Kid, Lex Lingo, 8 pm
MARS BAR Live Music:

 a MARYMOOR PARK 
Peter Frampton, Cheap Trick, 
6:30 pm, $45-$85
MATRIX COFFEEHOUSE 
Open Mic: Guests, 7:30 pm
THE MIX Rusty Cleavers, Jack 
Rainwater, Stoned Evergreen 
Travelers
NECTAR 10th Annual Jerry 

Garcia Celebration: Andy Coe, 
guests, 8 pm, $10
PARAGON Squirrel of Shame, 
9:30 pm
PINK DOOR Bakelite 78, 9 
pm, free
a PONO RANCH Delvon 
Lamarr, 8 pm, free
RENDEZVOUS Wounded 
Giant, R.I.P., Hexengeist, 9:30 
pm, $7
THE ROYAL ROOM Beth 
Fleenor’s Birthday Show: 
Crystal Beth and the Boom 
Boom Band, Trimtab, Chamber 
Set, Angela Sheik, guests, 8 
pm, donation
a SALSA CON TODO Salsa 
con Todo Drop-In Classes and 
Social Dance: Guests, 8 pm, 
$5-$20
SEAMONSTER Live Funk: 
Guests, 10 pm, free
a SEATTLE CENTER Seattle 
Public Library Open Air 
Pop-Up: Ha Ha Tonka, Country 
Lips, Evening Bell, 5:30 pm, 
free, 5:30-8:30 pm Thru Aug 
28, free
a THE SEATTLE SCHOOL 
OF THEOLOGY AND 
PSYCHOLOGY Over the 
Rhine, 9:30 pm, $30
SHANTY TAVERN the 
Pornadoes, the Evanstones, 
Done Gone Johnny, 9 pm, $7

 a THE SHOWBOX Failure, 
8 pm, $25/$30
a SILVER RIDGE RANCH 
CloneAPalooza: Weedstock 
2015: Justinsayne N8V, Puget 
Noise, Taco Ninjas, Stoned 
Evergreen Travelers, the Sky 
Rained Heroes, guests, $30-$50
a SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Pop Overthrow Day Two: 
Swords for Arrows, Ransom 
and the Subset, the Pop Cycle, 
Kathleen Parrish, Flurries, 
Sea of Misinformation, Peter 
Fedofsky, 7:30 pm, $10
SLIM’S LAST CHANCE Annie 
O’Neill, Jondus Beckman, 
Joshua Pierce, Shame, 9 pm
SUNSET TAVERN the 
Lonesome Billies, Norman 
Baker and the Backroads, Mts. 
& Tunnels, 9 pm, $8
TIGER MOUNTAIN NUDIST 
PARK Nudestock Eve: 5 
pm, $16
TIM’S TAVERN Protycal 
Octycal, Shag Nasty, Nurse 
Ratchet, 9 pm, $7
TRACTOR TAVERN the 
Blackberry Bushes, guests, 9 
pm, $10
TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
Danny Godinez, 5 pm, free, 
Freudian Slurp, 9 pm, free
UNCLE SAM’S BAR AND 
GRILL Saliva, Hairnation, Acid 
Teeth, Under Sin

 a VERA PROJECT Slightly 
Flagrant, Gifted Gab, Just 
Murph & Capriccio, Scotty 
Bahama, 7:30 pm, $10
VICTORY LOUNGE Roachella 
Night Two: Bottlenose Koffins, 
Topless, Ol’ Doris, 8:30 pm

JAZZ
BRASS TACKS Ron Weinstein 
Trio, free
a JAZZ ALLEY Lee Ritenour 
and Dave Grusin: $32.50
a SERAFINA Paul Gabrielson 
Trio, 9 pm, free
a TULA’S Dave Peck Trio, Aug 
28-Jul 29, 7:30 pm, free
VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Lushy: 9 pm, free
a WOODMARK KIRKLAND 
HOTEL Carolena Matus and 
Randy Halberstadt, 6 pm, free

DJ
ASTON MANOR #AstonMob 
Fridays: Guests
BALLROOM Rendezvous 
Friday: Guests, 9 pm
BALMAR Top 40: Guests, 9:30 
pm, free
BALTIC ROOM Fundamental 
Fridays: Guests
a CENTURY BALLROOM 
Salsa Intro Lesson & Dance: 
8:30 pm, $8-$15

 CUFF DJ Night: Rotating 
DJs, 10 pm, free
FOUNDATION The Crystal 
Method, 10 pm, $15-$27.50
HAVANA Viva Havana & 
Havana Social: DJ Sean Cee, 
DJ Send, DJ Pho Sho, guests, 
$6/$10; females free before 
10 p.m.
JAZZBONES Filthy Fridays: 
Guests, 11 pm, $10
KREMWERK Sin: Sean 
Majors, Major Tom, 9 pm
NEIGHBOURS Absolut 
Fridays: DJ Richard Dalton, DJ 
Trent Von, 9 pm
NEUMOS Drake Vs. Kanye 
Tribute Night: Guests, 9:30 
pm, $10
OZZIE’S DJ Night: Guests, 9 
pm, free
R PLACE Swollen Fridays: 
9 pm
RE-BAR Electro Swing 

Summer Sizzle: Good Co, DJ 
Stormcleod, DJ Everfree, 10 
pm, $10/$15
SUBSTATION High Voltage: 
Aksio, Dirty Byrdz, Kendoll, 10 
pm, $8/$5 dressed in theme
THERAPY LOUNGE Under 
Pressure: 9:30 pm, $3 after 
10:30 p.m.
TRINITY Fridays at Trinity: 
Guy, VSOP, Tyler and DJ Phase

SAT 8/29

LIVE
88 KEYS Dueling Piano Show: 
8 pm, free
AQUA BY EL GAUCHO Ben 
Fleck, 6 pm, free

 BARBOZA Jenny Hval, 
Briana Marela, 7 pm, $10
a BLACK LODGE Roachella 
Night Three: Underground 
Railroad to Candyland, 
Shellshag, Erica Freas, Bad 
Future, Cigarette Burns, 8 pm
BLUE MOON TAVERN The 
Red Bennies, Shubzilla, Mark 
Dago, TBASA, 9:30 pm

 a CHAPEL 
PERFORMANCE SPACE 
Vance Galloway and Charles 
Stanyon, 8 pm, suggested 
donation $5-$15

 CHATEAU STE. 
MICHELLE Randy Newman, 7 
pm, $43.50/$69.50
CLUB HOLLYWOOD 
CASINO Johnny and the Bad 
Boys, DJ Becka Page, 9 pm, $5

 a CROCODILE Rocky 
Votolato, Dave Hause, 8 
pm, $15
a CROSSROADS SHOPPING 
CENTER Phantoms of Soul: 
7 pm, free
DARRELL’S TAVERN Klaw, 
Ruben Radical, the Green 
River Thrillers, Kled, Thunder 
Hound, Year of the Cobra, 9 
pm, $10
a EAGLES AERIE 3144 
Chautauqua Music Festival: 
Low Hums, Llama, the Four 
Horsemen, Heavy Nettle, 
guests, noon, $10 suggested 
donation
a EL CORAZON Emerald City 
Rock Party: We the Audience, 
the Home Team, Cavalier, 
Never Met a Dead Man, Avoid 
the Void, Moments, guests, 
5:30 pm, $10/$13
FADO IRISH PUB the Scotch 
Tops, 9 pm, free
HIGH DIVE Something in 
the Trees, Harvey Sid Fisher, 
We Wrote the Book on 
Connectors, 9 pm, $8
HIGHWAY 99 The Paul Green 
Blues Band, 8 pm, $15

 HING HAY PARK NEPO 5K 
Don’t Run: The End is NEPO: 
Lisa Prank, the Fabulous 
Downey Brothers, LAKE, 12-10 
pm, $15
JAZZBONES A King Also, the 
Royal Court, Anti Hero, guests, 
9 pm, $15/$20
THE KRAKEN BAR & 
LOUNGE Aces Over Kings, 
Breaker Breaker One Niner, 
Lysol Gang, Foxhole Norman, 
9 pm, $5
LO-FI The Snakebites, Coke 
Nails, Beverly Crusher, guests, 
9 pm
a MARYMOOR PARK 
Sublime with Rome, Pepper, 
Mickey Avalon, 5:30 pm, 
$40/$45
a MCCAW HALL A Whole 
Lotta Love: Guests, 8 pm
THE MIX Tuco and Blondie, 
Time Rift, Disenchanter

 a NEPTUNE THEATRE 
Steve Earle & The Dukes, the 
Mastersons, 8 pm, $33.50
PARAGON Red, 9:30 pm
a PONO RANCH Saliesse, 
Soldier, 8 pm, free

 a RAINIER VALLEY 
CULTURAL CENTER Rainier 
Valley Roots & Music Festival: 
Mycle Wastman, Black Stax, 
Porter Ray, guests, 6:30 pm, 
$20

 RE-BAR Nerdsquatch 
Gamer Music Festival: Graz, 
Electric Children, 8-Bit Zero, 
10 pm, $10
RENDEZVOUS Another 
Perfect Crime, Mutiny Mutiny, 
9:30 pm, $7
a THE ROYAL ROOM 
Twisted Groove, 9 pm, $10
a SILVER RIDGE RANCH 
CloneAPalooza: Weedstock 
2015: Justinsayne N8V, Puget 
Noise, Taco Ninjas, Stoned 
Evergreen Travelers, the Sky 
Rained Heroes, guests, $30-$50
a SKYLARK CAFE & 
CLUB Pop Overthrow Day 
Three: Kight, Emilio Banda, 
Strangely Alright, Vanilla, 
Post Adolescence, Anthony 
Kaczynski, Spencer Carlson, 
7:30 pm, $10
SLIM’S LAST CHANCE 
the Fuzz, Custom, Trees And 
Timber, 9 pm
a STUDIO SEVEN 

Harmonesians, Groovahz, 8 
pm, $10
SUBSTATION Sazerac, 
Jesse R. Berlin, Peg, 6 pm, 
Sazerac, Jesse R. Berlin, Peg, 
6 pm; Princess, Skies Below, 
SwampheavY, 9 pm, $8

 SUNSET TAVERN Wesafari, 
Hand of the Hills, 9 pm, $8
TIGER MOUNTAIN NUDIST 
PARK Nudestock: 11 am-6 
pm, $16
TIM’S TAVERN The 
Demolition Kings, Not A Part 
of It, Chiefs, 9 pm, $7
TRACTOR TAVERN 
TubaLuba, the Fabulous Party 
Boys, 9 pm, $10
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Over the Rhine, 
Aug 29-30, 6:30 pm, $40-$50
UNCLE SAM’S BAR AND 
GRILL Hell’s Belles
VICTORY LOUNGE Roachella 
Night Three: Dead Bars, Divers, 
NEEDLES//PINS, Listen Lady, 
Hen’s Teeth, 8:30 pm

JAZZ
BRASS TACKS Triangular 
Jazztet, 7 pm, free
a JAZZ ALLEY Lee Ritenour 
and Dave Grusin: $32.50
SEAMONSTER Tetrabox, 
Klozd Sirkut, 10 pm, free
a SERAFINA Alex Guilbert 
Trio, 9 pm, free
SHUGA JAZZ BISTRO 
Stephanie Porter, 8:30 pm, free
TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
Daniel Rapport Trio, 9 pm, free

 VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Julie Cascioppo, 
Jerry Zimmerman, 9 pm, free

DJ
ASTON MANOR NRG 
Saturdays: Guests
BALLROOM Sinful Saturdays: 
Guests, 9 pm
BALMAR Top 40 Night: 
Guests, 9:30 pm, free
BALTIC ROOM Crave 
Saturdays: McClarron, Swel, 
10 pm
BARBOZA Inferno: DJ 
Swervewon, guests, 10:30 pm, 
$5 before midnight/$10 after
CHOP SUEY Dance Yourself 
Clean: Guests, 9 pm, $5; free 
before 10:30 p.m.
CONTOUR House of Sirens: 
Raam Z, Snapdragon, 
Nefarious, 10 pm, $5
CORBU LOUNGE Saturday 
Night Live: DJ BBoy, DJ 5 Star

 CUFF DJ Night: Rotating 
DJs, 10 pm, free
DANCE UNDERGROUND 
Vinyl Night One Year 
Anniversary: 8:15 pm
FOUNDATION Ruby Rose, 
guests, 10 pm, $40-$55
HAVANA Viva Havana & 
Havana Social: DJ Sean Cee, 
DJ Send, DJ Pho Sho, guests, 
$6/$10; females free before 
10 p.m.

 HIGHLINE Soultime: 
Emerald City Soul Club, 9 
pm, $10
MERCURY Machineries of 
Joy: DJ Hana Solo, $5
MONKEY LOFT Diggin Deep: 
Onionz, Jordan Strong, Aarta, 
guests, Last  10 pm
NEIGHBOURS Powermix: DJ 
Randy Schlager

 NORTHWEST AFRICAN 
AMERICAN MUSEUM 
Black Weirdo Party: Topspin, 
Chocolate Chuck, SassyBlack, 
Stas the Boss, 8 pm, $15
OZZIE’S DJ Night: Guests, 9 
pm, free
R PLACE Therapy Saturday: 
DJ Flo’w
REVOLVER BAR Reggae 
Brunch: 11 am, free
RUNWAY CAFE DJ David 
N, free
THERAPY LOUNGE This 
Modern Love: Guests
TRINITY Saturdays at Trinity: 
DJ Nug, DJ Kidd, Rise Over 
Run, guests, $15/free before 
10 pm

SUN 8/30

LIVE
AQUA BY EL GAUCHO Ben 
Fleck, 6 pm, free

 a BLACK LODGE 
Roachella Night Four: The 
Trashies, Sashay, the Dee Dees, 
LYSOL, 8 pm
BLUE MOON TAVERN 
Garden Goat, 8-Bit Zero, 
SmoKing Bill, 9 pm

 CAFE RACER The Racer 
Sessions, 7:30 pm, free
CHOP SUEY Manami 
Matsumae, Alex Mauer, 
Arcade High, 8 pm, $10/$12

 a CROCODILE Thee Oh 
Sees, SSDD, Smiling, guests, 
8 pm, $15
EL CORAZON Graz, the Red 
Bennies, J’Owl, Mark Dago, 

THINGS TO DO All the Shows Happening This Week

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.marsbarseattle.com
http://www.comedyunderground.com/
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2200 2ND AVE ★ CORNER OF 2ND & BLANCHARD 
TICKETS @ THECROCODILE.COM & THE CROCODILE BOX OFFICE
★ MORE INFO AT WWW.THECROCODILE.COM ★

8/26
WEDNESDAY

The Hope Project Benefit Concert
Scarlet Parke, Ayron Jones, Jazmarae Beebe, 
Matt Strutynski  All Ages

8/27
THURSDAY

Star Anna
Blackheart Honeymoon, My Cartoon Heart
21+

8/29
SATURDAY

KEXP & The Crocodile Present::

Rocky Votolato (w/ full band)  
& Dave Hause
Chris Farren  All Ages

8/30
SUNDAY

KEXP & The Crocodile Present::

Thee Oh Sees
SSDD, Smiling, DJ Dazzleshits & Xeroid
All Ages

9/1
TUESDAY

The Crocodile & Rain City Ambience Present::

The Get Up Kids “20th Anniversary Tour”
The Hotelier, Josh Berwanger Band
All Ages

9/2
WEDNESDAY

Thraxxhouse Presents::

Thraxxhouse (Mackned x Key Nyata)
Sango, Larry June, Yung Bruh & Horse Head, 
Same & Wilt Gameberlin  All Ages

UP & COMING EVERY MONDAY & TUESDAY LIQUID COURAGE KARAOKE 9/3 FORTUNATE 
YOUTH 9/10 THE MYNABIRDS @ THE SUNSET 9/11 FOUR YEAR STRONG 9/12 ELIGH 9/12 JENNIFER 
CASTLE @ THE SUNSET 9/14 CIRCA WAVES & OBERHOFER 9/15 BOWLING FOR SOUP 9/16 GOLDFISH  
9/17 LA SANTA CECILIA 9/18 MARC BROUSSARD 9/19 CARBON LEAF 9/22 THE DEAR HUNTER

FE
AT

UR
ED Mon. 11/2

IN THE VALLEY 
BELOW

Tue. 11/17
PROF W/ NACHO 

PICASSO  
@ NECTAR LOUNGE

Wed. 11/18 
BØRNS
W/ AVID 
DANCER

Kipjaw, 8 pm, $10

HIGH DIVE Blackstone 
Daze, Forty Year October, 
Walking Things, 8 pm, $6

HIGHLINE Sweat Lodge, 
Diesto, Sly Run, 9 pm, $8

KELLS Liam Gallagher

KENYON HALL Jack 
WIlliams, 7:30 pm

LITTLE RED HEN Open Mic 
Acoustic Jam with Bodacious 
Billy: Guests, 4 pm; the 
Honky Tonkers, 9 pm, $3

a MARYMOOR PARK 
Sublime with Rome, Pepper, 
Mickey Avalon, 5:30 pm, 
$40/$45

NECTAR Ryan Taylor, Mega 
Ran, 7 pm, $7

RENDEZVOUS Dacha, the 
Lotus Vellum, Honey Moon 
Tree, 9:30 pm, $8

SEAMONSTER Lanford 
Black, 7 pm, free

a SHOWARE CENTER 
Marco Antonio Solis, 8 pm, 
$65-$175

a SILVER RIDGE RANCH 
CloneAPalooza: Weedstock 
2015: Justinsayne N8V, Puget 
Noise, Taco Ninjas, Stoned 
Evergreen Travelers, the 
Sky Rained Heroes, guests, 
$30-$50

a SKYLARK CAFE & 
CLUB Pop Overthrow Day 
Four: Wynne C. Blue & Her 
Troublefakers, In Cahoots, 
Salvadore Dali Llama, 
Accidental Heroes, Xolie 
Morra & the Strange Kind, 
7:30 pm, $10

 SUNSET TAVERN The 
Cannanes, the World Record, 
Blooper, 8 pm, $8

TIM’S TAVERN Kirsten 
Silva’s Seattle Songwriter 
Showcase: Guests

a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Over the Rhine, 
6:30 pm, $40-$50

 VICTORY LOUNGE 
Roachella Night Four: Brain 
Drain, Marriage + Cancer, 
Slow Code, 8:30 pm

JAZZ
THE ANGRY BEAVER The 
Beaver Sessions: Guests, free

DARRELL’S TAVERN 
Sunday Night Jazz Jam: 
Guests, free

a JAZZ ALLEY Lee Ritenour 
and Dave Grusin: $32.50

a SERAFINA Frank Reynolds 
Duo, 11 am, free; Lennon 
Aldort, 6:30 pm, free

 a TULA’S Jim Cutler Jazz 
Orchestra, 7:30 pm, $8

 VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Ruby Bishop, 6 pm, 
free; the Ron Weinstein Trio, 
9:30 pm, free

DJ
BALTIC ROOM 
Resurrection Sundays: DJ 
Shane, Jade’s Pain, 10 pm

CONTOUR Broken Grooves: 
Guests, free

CORBU LOUNGE Salsa 
Sundays: DJ Nick, 9 pm

NEIGHBOURS Noche Latina: 
DJ Luis, DJ Polo

PONY TeaDance: DJ El Toro, 
Freddy King of Pants, 4 pm

R PLACE Homo Hop:

 RE-BAR Flammable: DJ 
Wesley Holmes, Xan Lucero, 
guests, 9 pm, $10

 REVOLVER BAR Jazz 
Brunch: DJ Vi, 11 am

CLASSICAL
 a ST. MARK’S 

CATHEDRAL Compline 
Choir, 9:30 pm, free

MON 8/31

LIVE
88 KEYS Blues On Tap, 8 
pm, free

a AMERICANA Open Mic, 
5 pm, free

AQUA BY EL GAUCHO Jerry 
Frank, 6 pm, free

CAPITOL CIDER 
EntreMundos, 9:30 pm

CONOR BYRNE Bluegrass 
Jam: 8:30 pm, free

a EL CORAZON The 
Protomen, Bit Brigade 
Makeup, Makeup and Vanity 
Set, 8 pm, $15/$18

KELLS Liam Gallagher

MOLLY MAGUIRES Open Mic: 
Hosted by Tom Rooney, free

RENDEZVOUS MC 
Frontalot, guests, 8 pm, $12

SUBSTATION Open Mic: 
Guests

TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
Crossrhythm Sessions, 9 

pm, free

JAZZ
a THE ROYAL ROOM 
Jacob Zimmerman, Lift Kit, 
guests, 8 pm, donation

a TULA’S Kareem Kandy 
Jazz Quartet, 7:30 pm, $10

DJ
BALTIC ROOM Jam Jam: 
Mista’ Chatman, DJ Element, 
9 pm

 BAR SUE Motown on 
Mondays: dj100proof, 
Supreme La Rock, DJ 
Sessions, Blueyedsoul, 10 
pm, free

a CENTURY BALLROOM 
Salsa Social: 8:30 pm, $8

 THE HIDEOUT Industry 
Standard: Guests, free

 MOE BAR Moe Bar 
Monday: DJ Swervewon, Jeff 
Hawk, DJ Henski, 10 pm, free

TUE 9/1

LIVE
a AMBER RESTAURANT 
Folias, 6 pm, $10 for tango 
class and practice/$5 dance 
only/free to watch

AQUA BY EL GAUCHO Ben 
Fleck, 6 pm, free

 BARBOZA Diet Cig, bed., 
8 pm, $8

CAFE RACER Jacobs Posse

 COLUMBIA CITY 
THEATER The Best Open 
Mic Ever: Guests, 8 pm, free

CONOR BYRNE Country 
Dancing Night: 9 pm

a CROCODILE The Get 
Up Kids, the Hotelier, Josh 
Berwanger Band, 7:30 
pm, $22

EL CORAZON Biters, the 
Burnz, Loud Eyes, 8:30 pm, 
$8/$10

HIGH DIVE Steven 
Marrinier, 8 pm, $6

a IBM PLAZA Sarah 
Christine, noon, free

J&M CAFE All-Star Acoustic 
Tuesdays: Guests, 9 pm, free

a JAZZ ALLEY The 
Grandmothers of Invention: 
Sept 1-2, 7:30 pm, $30.50

KELLS Liam Gallagher

THE MIX The 350s, 8 pm

THE OULD TRIANGLE 
Open Mic: Guests, 8 pm, free

PARAGON You Play Tuesday: 
Guests, 8 pm, free

a THE ROYAL ROOM 
Electric Circus, 9 pm, sug-
gested donation $5-$15

SEAMONSTER McTuff Trio, 
11 pm, free

SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Baby Ketten Karaoke: 9 
pm, free

 a STUDIO SEVEN The 
Atomic Bitchwax, Mos 
Generator, Against The 
Grain, Comedy of Terrors, the 
Free Nation, 7 pm, $15/$17

 SUNSET TAVERN Lazer 
Kitty, Apache Truck Stop, 
Sideshooter, 8 pm, $8

TIM’S TAVERN Open Mic: 
Linda Lee, 8 pm

TRACTOR TAVERN 
Courtney Marie Andrews, 
Tobias the Owl, 8 pm, $8

a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Jack Semple Band, 
7:30 pm, $18/$22

 a VERA PROJECT Kimya 
Dawson, Hamell on Trial, 
Your Heart Breaks, Elicia 
Sanchez, 7:30 pm, $8/$10

JAZZ
CAPITOL CIDER Sasha 
Herschberg, 8 pm, free

OWL N’ THISTLE Jazz with 
Eric Verlinde: 9 pm, free

a TULA’S Jay Thomas Big 
Band, 8 pm, $5

DJ
BALTIC ROOM Drum & 
Bass Tuesdays: Guests, 10 pm

 BLUE MOON TAVERN 
Blue Moon Vinyl Revival 
Tuesdays: DJ Country Mike, 
A.D.M., guests, 8 pm, free

CONTOUR Burn: Voodoo, 
9 pm, free

CORBU LOUNGE Club NYX 
Wave & Goth: 10 pm, $5; free 
before 10:30 p.m.

DARRELL’S TAVERN DJ 
Wade T, free

 HAVANA Real Love ‘90s: 
BlesOne, Jay Battle, $3; free 
before 11 p.m.

MERCURY Die: Black Maru, 
Major Tom, $5

NEIGHBOURS Pump It Up: 
Vogue: DJ Lightray

ROB ROY Analog Tuesdays: 
Guests, free

THINGS TO DO

http://thecrocodile.com/
http://www.thecrocodile.com/
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COMING UP

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 
MOE BAR AND ETIX.COM

925 E. PIKE STREET,  SEATTLE, WA  
NEUMOS.COM  THEBARBOZA.COM

PIKESTFISHFRY.COM

WEEKLY FRIDAY & SATURDAY DANCE 
NIGHTS FROM 10:30PM TO CLOSE

THURSDAY 8/27

HEAVY PETTING 
GREAT GRANDPA + *A SURPRISE BAND* 

+ KODA SEQUOIA

FRIDAY 8/28

DUCKTAILS
REGAL DEGAL + ZEBRA HUNT

SATURDAY 8/29

JENNY HVAL
BRIANA MARELA

TUESDAY 9/1

DIET CIG
BED. + THE ECHO ECHO ECHOES

8/28 Drake vs. Kanye • 8/29 Pink Party Prime 
7 • 9/2 King Gizzard & The Lizard Wizard • 9/5 
Ensemble Mik Nawooj • 9/11 Bootie Seattle • 
9/11 The Cribs • 9/12 AMDEF • 9/12 Life as 
Cinema • 9/14 ALPINE • 9/15 Radkey • 9/16 
Hercules & Love Affair • 9/16 Teen Daze • 9/17 
Superhumanoids • 9/18 Pure Bathing Culture 
• 9/19 Say Lou Lou • 9/20 Toro y Moi • 9/20 
The Lighthouse and the Whaler • 9/21 Coeur De 
Pirate • 9/23 Epica + Eluveitie • 9/23 Sadistik 
• 9/24 The Acid (Live) • 9/24 Prom Queen • 
9/25 Recondite (Live) • 9/25 Valley Maker 

WEDNESDAY 8/26

PENTAGRAM
ELECTRIC CITIZEN + SKELATOR

THURSDAY 8/27

SCHARPLING & 
WURSTER

THURSDAY 9/3

BD & THE CHICS
DANIEL KIRKPATRICK & THE BAYONETS 

+ DREAMCATCHR

SUNDAY 9/6

CULT OF LUNA
MINSK + SUBROSA + BREAG NAOFA

TUESDAY 9/8

TOKYO POLICE CLUB
THE HOLLERS

WEDNESDAY 9/9

JACKIE GREENE 
LAUREN SHERA

THURSDAY 9/10

80’S VS. 90’S 
DANCE NIGHT!

FT. PURPLE MANE (PRINCE COVER 
BAND) + 80’S INVASION

MONDAY 9/14

SAGE FRANCIS 
ONRY OZZBORN + STAGE + TRANSIT

THURSDAY 9/17

THE CHAMELEONS VOX  
NOSTALGIST + SOFT KILL

FRIDAY 9/18

MAN MAN
SHILPA RAY

Scharpling & 
Wurster’s Ongoing 

Conversation
How a Public-Radio DJ and an Indie-Rock 

Drummer Became a Comedy Team
BY SEAN NELSON

W hen they began assembling The 
Best of The Best Show box set, Tom 

Scharpling and Jon Wurster were faced with 
a problem a lot of artists would probably 
consider a good problem to have: too much 
material to choose from.

Scharpling hosted The Best Show on New 
Jersey public radio station WFMU every 
week for 13 years, talking irascibly about 
current events and pop cul-
ture, interviewing guests, 
playing music, and, most 
notably, fielding calls from lis-
teners. These calls offered a great inversion 
of the classic talk-radio formula, aided by 
Scharpling’s quick wit and effortlessly caus-
tic tone—rarely has a broadcaster gotten 
more comedic mileage from simply repeating 
words that have just been spoken by a caller. 
The on-air persona he developed was not so 
much cranky as beleaguered by bullshit and 
intolerant of stupidity (while skillfully egging 
it on for the sake of good radio).

A further inversion came in the form of 
regular calls from Wurster, in the guise of a 
series of characters, includ-
ing archetypal Philadelphian 
Philly Boy Roy, Fonzie inspi-
ration the Gorch, or Corey 
Harris (né Dinkins), lead 
singer for Mother 13, the 
ultimate corporate alterna-
tive rock band. Scharpling 
would shift into straight-
man mode as Wurster, 
whose day job is drumming 
for brilliant rock bands (Su-
perchunk, Bob Mould, and 
Mountain Goats, among 
others), gave voice to the in-
creasingly ludicrous gallery 
the pair created in the space 
between shows—much to 
the delight, annoyance, and 
bafflement of listeners. The 
dialogue was often sharply 
satirical—Mother 13’s in-
creasingly desperate efforts 
to collaborate with a music biz in decline 
ranged from a berth on the Huggies Fall into 
Softness touring festival to an effort to be 
the first band to play on Mount Everest—
but just as often it was blatantly absurd (see 
Marky Ramone’s erotic fiction, or Zachary 
Brimstead’s barbershop-quartet arrange-
ments of Neko Case songs).

Though the collaboration between 
Scharpling & Wurster evolved over the 
years, in some ways its perfect expression 
was the first call they did. Wurster played 
Ronald Clontle, author of Rock, Rot & Rule, 
a compendium of all rock bands, broken 
down by which ones rock, which ones rot, and 
which ones rule. The premise was funny, and 

the rhythm of their timing bore the signs of 
an old-style radio comedy team—more Bob 
& Ray or Proctor & Bergman than Abbot & 
Costello. But the real joy of the piece comes 
from hearing the other, plainly unaware call-
ers grow increasingly frustrated by both 
Wurster’s unflappable pronouncements 
(Aerosmith? Rule. The Who? Rule. The 
Beatles? Rock. Etc.) and the premise that 

his book represented “the ul-
timate argument settler.”

After 45 minutes, it was 
clear the formula was full of 

promise. After 13 years, however, the duo 
had amassed hundreds of hours of this ma-
terial. Some of it had been issued on best-of 
CDs that were released between 1999 and 
2007, but most of it had only been heard 
when it was broadcast—or by the devout 
network of tape (and later MP3) traders 
who spread the word about these calls. 
That underground network expanded as 
the indie-rock culture these calls mocked so 
deftly began to reach a wider audience. The 
show moved off WFMU and became a pod-

cast last year. A box set, and the live shows 
Scharpling and Wurster have started per-
forming, were logical, if not inevitable, next 
steps in their evolution.

“We knew what characters we liked,” 
Wurster said in a phone interview last week. 
“But we’d done so many that we lost track. 
We were always on to the next one.”

Compiling the box “was really the first 
time we had looked back,” Scharpling said 
in a separate interview. “I was really proud 
to see that we’d built this giant pyramid of 
phone calls, one brick at a time.” n

Rock, rot, and rule at
THESTRANGER.COM/MUSIC

Scharpling & Wurster
Thurs Aug 27, Neumos, 

 8 pm, $25 adv, 21+

Jon Wurster and Tom Scharpling talk it out. 

MUSIC

http://etix.com/
http://neumos.com/
http://thebarboza.com/
http://pikestfishfry.com/
http://thestranger.com/MUSIC
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I write to you today from the great 
planet of Brooklyn, the place where 
Christopher Wallace might’ve first pon-

dered his classic “What’s Beef?” Beef, he’d 
agree, is what has left people dead from gun 
violence in Seattle all summer. RIP to the 
fallen. Beef is using those killings to tar-
get black spaces—but nothing new. Beef is 
the police killing us over and over and over. 
Beef is white supremacists tagging “White 
Lives Matter” on the tombstone of Alex 
Haley’s grandmother. So beef, then, is: by 
all means necessary.

So was that strange and telling display we 
called Drake versus Meek really beef? Is it 
really beef when Seattle’s Raz Simone tar-
gets Sol with his own 
version of Drizzy’s 
“Charged Up”? Raz’s 
video starts with the 
couple slick bars Sol 
slid him on “I Can’t 
Stop”—which were 
of course a response 
to Raz’s initial sta-
tus-quo boat-rocker 
“Same Problems”—
then goes in. 

You can make up 
your own mind about 
the dude’s possible 
motivations, the value of his beat choice, 
or the threat level of the video’s eco-friendly 
set piece. You can’t tell me, however, that his 
bars about Sol’s stylistic limitations don’t 
land hard as hell, or that they don’t apply to 
a whole segment of Seattle’s scene: “I know 
you rap, I know you thankful for the fans, but 
what the fuck else is it that you do?/ We’ve 
been waitin’ for some time for you to go ’head 
and bring a message through.”

And: “Y’all just rap about rappin’, or rap 
about the come-up.”

Medic!
Okay, so—this situation was definitely 

sorta arguably precipitated by Simone him-
self on “Same Problems.” Maybe it’s just a 
play by Raz to increase his profile by snip-
ing a hometown hero, but shit, so was “South 
Bronx.” Things like this are inevitable, 

necessary, and, Seattle-historically speak-
ing, typically underwhelming. At least with 
“Charged Up,” Raz has made sure that it’s 
not that last thing.

Divisiveness is a thing, though. It’s a 
thing I’ve heard a lot about since Marissa 
Johnson and Mara Willaford crashed Ber-
nie Sanders’s stump to tell the truth. It’s 
a thing I’ve heard and thought a lot about 
since I saw the OG Dream Hampton call 
out the out-front (but unaffiliated with 
BLM officially) activist DeRay Mckesson 
on Twitter—after Bernie’s folks agreed to 
meet with him. Yikes. (Note that the meet-
ing, and any meetings Sanders’s folks are 
scheduling with official BLM bodies, not to 

mention his turning 
up the volume on his 
racial-justice plat-
form, were without 
a doubt precipitated 
by those women’s ac-
tions at Westlake.)

And just like 
there’s always been 
rivalries in rap—
there was always 
disagreement on 
tactics (and straight 
battle lines drawn) 
within the civil rights 

movement. The Black Panthers, the US Or-
ganization, the SCLC, the SNCC. As you 
(better) know, a lot of the disarray in that 
movement was 100 percent on-the-books, 
state-sponsored demon shit. Don’t for 
a moment think that they aren’t trying to 
shut this shit down any-which-way they can 
in 2015. Internal critique is crucial and con-
flict inevitable, but repeating the mistakes 
of the past—and falling for the okey-doke—
is something we can’t afford.

God bless #BlackLivesMatter, the 
#BlackLiberationMovement, the United 
Hood Movement, and everybody everywhere 
fighting for our right to breathe.

Everything else is really just air. n

Rap about rapping at
THESTRANGER.COM/MUSIC

Just like there’s 
 always been rivalries in 

rap—there was 
 always disagreement 
on tactics (and straight 

battle lines drawn)  
within the civil rights  

movement. 

What Beef Is
BY LARRY MIZELL  JR.

MY PHILOSOPHY A WEEKLY COLUMN ABOUT 
HIPHOP AND CULTURE

RAZ SIMONE Definitely sorta arguably the precipitator.

1

➢ LIVE MUSIC ←
NEVER A COVER!

All Shows @ 9:30 PM

8/27
SUSAN GALBRAITH

8/28
SQUIRREL OF SHAME

8/29
RED

2125 Queen Anne Ave N
206.283.4548

Every Tuesday
Open-Mic hosted by Levi Said

Every Wednesday
Two Buck Chuck

http://thestranger.com/MUSIC
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Pork Filled Productions presents

TheThe

a new play by 
Maggie Lee
directed by

Amy Poisson

A Steampunk Adventure Play!
12th Ave. Arts Mainstage
1620 12th Ave. Seattle
August 14 to 29
www.porkfilled.com

ARTS ADVENTURES THROUGHOUT THE PUGET SOUND

THINGS TO READ  ▼

★ Bumbershoot

★ Summer Events

Today’s Events

Music

Movie Times

Theater&Dance

Comedy

Art

Readings&Talks

Food&Drink Events

Festivals

Politics

Queer

Sports

Restaurants

Bars&Clubs

★ Bumbershoot

★ Summer Events

THINGS TO DO  ▼

Ms. Pak-Man: Bonus Stage! cabaret 
style theater experience comes to 
Re-bar 8/27-8/29 & 9/3-9/5. Watch 
this world-renowned video game 
superstar of the 1980s try to stage her 
big comeback (again) after years of 
popping too many power pills.

strangerthingstodo.com

Where to Go 
for What to Do

Theater&Dance

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.porkfilled.com
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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1426 S. Jackson 
206-325-3878 

FeministKarateUnion.org

Karate 101  
8 weeks for $99

Starting  September 10th

Two months of Karate and practical 
self-defense training for women

PILCHUCK.COM PILCHUCK GLASS SCHOOL PILCHUCK
GLASS
SCHOOL

PILCHUCK.COM PILCHUCK GLASS SCHOOL PILCHUCK
GLASS
SCHOOL

Stanwood, WA  360-445-3111

E
d

 S
ch

m
id

NEW! 
FALL CLASSES
SEPTEMBER 15–20

WEAR YOUR WORK 
Glass Jewelry Design with  
Gorilla Glass founder Jason Pfohl

BEGINNING GLASSBLOWING
Introduction to Glass with  
Artist and Author Ed Schmid

Grand 
Re-Opening!

Grand 
Re-Opening!

L ife will unhinge a person. At one point 
in the last year, Shelly Leavens was 

on her own with her baby at their house try-
ing to juggle a stupid number of tasks when 
she looked up and noticed an old 
painting she’d made of a dapper 
gentleman holding a cigar out 
to one side, between puffs and 
witticisms. Life-size, with his 
head cocked and his hair perfectly oiled and 
smoothed, he was living somewhere else.

“Don’t just stand there!” she shouted. 
“Give me a hand!”

Life will unhinge a person, it’s true; the 
painted man, however summoned, did not 
spring to sudden life. But something did come 
of her outburst. She decided he was not a 
painting. She decided he ought to be a stand-
ing cardboard cutout. So she sliced him out 
of his canvas and pressed him into service as 
an ambassador from the infuriating and silly 
world of a gendered past that often pokes into 
the present in absurd ways. Now he stands 
in a pointed context: He’s in the middle of 
Leavens’s scrappy first solo show at PUNCH 
Gallery, a show of wire sculptures of breasts 
in various states, alarmingly hot-pink-painted 
toys (Toys for a boy on Flecainide, a drug 
for serious heartbeat irregularities), glass-
encased bullets from the attic, homemade 
psychotherapy wallpaper, and pillows stuffed 
with dead neighborhood bird feathers.

These are the products of Leavens’s first 
year as a mother.

Motherhood in art is usually expressed as 
an idyll. “She’s never, you know, punishing 
the Christ child,” says Jean Sorabella, in an 
online tour of maternity art produced by the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art.

The title of Leavens’s show is Mother//
Hood, and those slashes are important. The 
show is as much about change, about cross-
ing over something, as about simply being a 
mother. Change in this art is disruptive, dis-

concerting, and everywhere: on Leavens’s 
body, in Leavens’s South Seattle neighbor-
hood, in the transition of the old house she 
and her husband bought passing into her 

young family’s new hands.
What will happen to the neigh-

borhood? If young white artists 
are buying, can gentrification be 
far away? Leavens wonders about 

the fate of where she lives, and about her 
place in its past, present, and future, in a vid-
eo of what she sees when she takes the walk 
she takes every day, around her block. She 
pointed the camera toward the houses she 
passes, and every one has a chain-link fence. 
The video is bisected by a continuous line of 
fencing. On some fences there are warnings 
about guard dogs. The video is called We’re 
Linked, tongue planted in cheek. Are we 
linked? Who’s “we”?

One of the sculptures is The Foreman’s 
Chair, a baby swing fashioned from gray 
industrial felt, hung from the ceiling by or-
ange extension cords. It looks like it’s un-
safe, strung up quickly 
and made of unsturdy 
felt—like it’s no place 
to put a fragile and pre-
cious baby human. Yet 
the title, The Foreman’s 
Chair, suggests the baby 
is the one in the room 
who issues verdicts. Or 
orders. In certain ways, 
a mother comes to dis-
cover she is never safe 
from her child. She keeps this to herself.

A trio of sculptures made of copper wire 
are a cartoon on the wall: Pregnant, Nursing, 
and Weaned, each a pair of breasts in a state. 
But the cartoon has a no-nonsense dignity. 
(Think of this compared to another cartoon 
representation of breasts: the word “hoot-
ers.” Try maintaining an iota of dignity while 

you say “hooters.”)
The copper wire Leavens used to shape 

the breasts is thick and strong. Each breast 
is a rising spiral: simple, economical, almost 
a geometric abstraction. And copper wire, 
like breast milk, is both anachronistic and 
life-sustaining. We think of our world as digi-
tal, but the truth is that it’s wired as hell, we 
just never see those giant “data centers”; 
similarly, plenty of babies thrive on the more 
recently invented substitute breast milk (its 
weird name: “formula”), but the presence or 
absence of the original technology (i.e., breast 
milk) still means life or death for plenty of 
early humans in plenty of places.

I find it paradoxically reassuring—prob-
ably because I am the mother of a new baby 
myself, and I don’t want my many identities 
to congeal into one, and one that has to ap-
pear G-rated for the next decade—that there 
is terribleness biting at the edges of Leav-
ens’s show.

Winchester bullets she found in the 
house’s attic are displayed in a vitrine, 
paired with a fictional “found” letter (that 
she wrote) from the perspective of a man 
whose wife left him with their child. He’s 
saving two bullets for her if she ever comes 
back. Both sides are horrible: that he will kill 
her, that she had to leave.

Maybe the most terrible truth I detect 
underlying the art is that while parenthood 
involves snuggling and cuteness, it also pro-
duces a spike in your general fear level that’s 
neither flattering nor reversible. I think it’s 
fair to say that as mothers, we are tired, in-
genious, and paranoid, among other things. 
Are we paranoid or are they after us, though? 
Toys for a boy on Flecainide scares me so 
much, I don’t even want to ask the artist 
whether her son is, actually, on a drug for a 
life-threatening heart problem. The other 
day, I switched off a podcast story when a 
baby seemed about to die, something I would 
have prided myself on listening to, paying 
witness to, a year ago. I have always known 
that babies can die; I have loved a baby who 
died. But incubating and delivering and feed-
ing my own baby, for whom no other mother 
is responsible, has made me physically vigi-
lant. It didn’t feel like I was the one reaching 
down to my phone and pushing stop, but that 
fate’s hand was. I didn’t think: It happened, it 
was done, and I was left to wonder whether I 
am weaker now.

For treatment for this and other disor-
ders, I find Leavens’s prescription of DIY 
psychotherapy wallpaper, only $500 per sq/
ft just right. When she bitterly discovered 
that commercial wallpaper costs so much that 

she’d have to make her 
own, she fashioned this. 
It’s a pattern of great 
big gold Rorschach blots 
on brown butcher paper. 
It’s sarcastic, opulent, 
and ridiculous: mad-
house luxe. You could 
imagine it in a glossy 
magazine featuring the 
clever home of a high-
end art collector.

In the gallery, the wallpaper is all bunched 
up at the bottom of the wall. The wall is crawl-
ing, watching, and diagnosing, like it did to all 
the other unhinged people who lived here, 
and the ones yet to come. n

Speaking of no-nonsense dignity
THESTRANGER.COM/ART

A Mother’s Work
Shelly Leavens Investigates a Disconcerting 

 First Year in Mother//Hood
BY JEN GRAVES

Mother//Hood: 
Shelly Leavens

PUNCH Gallery
Through Aug 29

Parenthood 
produces a spike 
in your general 
fear level that’s 

neither flattering 
nor reversible.  

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

SHELLY LEAVENS Getting down to brass… TACKS.

ART

http://feministkarateunion.org/
http://pilchuck.com/
http://thestranger.com/ART
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greta gerwig   lola kirke

directed by noah baumbach
written by noah baumbach & greta gerwig

“IT’S IMPOSSIBLE NOT TO FALL IN LOVE WITH ‘MISTRESS AMERICA’.”
Joe Neumaier,

“Funny, blithely witty, emotionally intricate and terrifically touching.”
Joe Morgenstern,

 “A modern screwball masterpiece.”
David Ehrlich,

“Vibrates with smarts and sexiness.
Greta Gerwig is the mistress of all

things comedy.”
Peter Travers,

BELLEVUE 
Cinemark Lincoln Square Cinemas 
(425) 450-9100

SEATTLE 
Landmark’s Guild 45th Theatre 
(206) 547-2127

SEATTLE 
SIFF Egyptian Theatre 
(206) 324-9996STARTS FRIDAY, AUGUST 28
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FILM

writer/actress/lady love Greta Gerwig, 
Noah Baumbach serves up a scenario in 
which a naive freshman has a secret weap-
on: an older pseudo-sister to help her 
navigate the city as an 
independent adult. (Ger-
wig drew from her days 
at Barnard College for 
the story.)

Tracy (Gone Girl’s Lola Kirke, younger 
sister of Girls’ Jemima Kirke), the student, 
and Gerwig’s Brooke, a freelance interior 
decorator and self-described autodidact, 
aren’t related, but their divorced parents 
are planning a wedding that will make their 
stepsisterly relationship official. Tracy, a 
sleepy-eyed beauty who slouches through 
the film wearing the same nubby Fair Isle 
sweater in most every scene, is hardly 
an idiot, but she has a blind spot when it 
comes to Brooke, an effortlessly fashion-
able Holly Golightly type who talks—and 
talks and talks—a good game, but has seri-
ous problems with follow-through.

While Audrey Hepburn’s Holly had the 
dashing George Peppard to break her fall, 
Brooke is on her own. Worse yet, she’s still 
pining for the ex-boyfriend who married 

the rival she blames for all of her problems, 
because that’s how delusional people work: 
They’re never responsible for anything 
bad that happens to them. So Brooke is 

struggling to stay afloat 
in Manhattan, while the 
tech-dude ex (Michael 
Chernus) is living large 
in the cookie-cutter Con-

necticut suburbs.
Tracy doesn’t quite get this at first, es-

pecially when Brooke dangles the idea of 
a waitress job in front of her. First, Our 
Lady of the Big Ideas just needs to come 
up with the funds to open her cozy little 
neighborhood restaurant. No matter that 
she doesn’t have any experience in this 
notoriously cutthroat field. Where there’s 
a will, there’s a way! And the quietly ambi-
tious Tracy has a goal of her own: to join 
the staff of her school’s ridiculously elite 
literary magazine.

In the best screwball-comedy fashion, 
Tracy and Brooke’s goals collide during a 
trip to Greenwich, leaving wins, losses, and 
hurt feelings in their wake. But Baumbach 
doesn’t create flawed characters only to 
knock them down; just as Tracy turns out 

to be more opportunistic than she appears, 
Brooke is a practical creature at heart.

For anyone who ever thought of Gerwig 
as an opportunist—she made a series of low-
budget films with onetime mumblecore kings 
Joe Swanberg and Mark and Jay Duplass 
before aligning herself with the Criterion-

worthy Baumbach—Mistress America both 
confirms and refutes that suspicion, depend-
ing on whether you “read” Gerwig as being 
Tracy or Brooke. More likely, she shares 
traits with both women, and one way or the 
other, Baumbach has been on a roll since he 
met her. Even if their latest project togeth-
er feels like an afterthought when compared 
to Greenberg and Frances Ha, it’s also their 
most consistently amusing, cleverly self-
critical film to date. n

Read more reviews at
THESTRANGER.COM/FILM

MISTRESS AMERICA Greta Gerwig and Lola Kirke navigate the pitiless maw. 

Sister Act
Noah Baumbach and Greta Gerwig’s  

Mistress America Is Cleverly Self-Critical
BY KATHY FENNESSY

L eaving the comfort and familiarity of home for college 
is scary enough, but entering the pitiless maw of New 

York City makes it doubly so. In his third collaboration with 

That’s how delusional 
people work: They’re 
never responsible for  

anything bad that 
happens to them.

Mistress America
dir. Noah Baumbach

Wide release

4329 University Way NE Seattle, WA 98105
MOVIE LINE: 206-632-7218

www.farawayentertainment.com

August 28 - September 3
ZIPPER

SHAUN THE SHEEP
SHE’S FUNNY THAT WAY

INSIDE OUT
Wed, Sept 2 at 7:30 pm - Artist’s Den Presents alt-J 

Visit our website below for movies and times.

2D & 3D
NO 3D SURCHARGE

 FREE PARKING!

EVENINGS & W
EEKENDS

4500 9TH AVE NE • 206-633-0059
SEATTLE

FULL BAR & BISTRO FARE • RESERVED SEATS
$2 PARKING AFTER 5PM AT ADJACENT LOT*

+21 AT ALL TIMES

FOR SHOWTIMES VISIT:

SUNDANCECINEMAS.COM
STRAIGHT OUTTA 

COMPTON TRAINWRECK

THE DIARY OF A  
TEENAGE GIRL TEN THOUSAND SAINTS

THE END OF THE TOUR NO ESCAPE

WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS THE MAN FROM UNCLE

RICKI AND THE FLASH AMERICAN ULTRA

HITMAN: AGENT 47

* PAY AND VALIDATE AT OUR BOX OFFICE
** TIX AVAIL AT BOX OFFICE ONLY

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.farawayentertainment.com
http://thestranger.com/FILM
http://sundancecinemas.com/
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cinema NOW PLAYING 
FRI AUG 28 - THU SEP 3

EGYPTIAN 
805 E PINE ST

FILM CENTER 
SEATTLE CENTER · NW ROOMS

UPTOWN 
511 QUEEN ANNE AVE N

Mistress 
America 
OPENS FRIDAY 
ADVANCE SCREENING THURSDAY 
Director Noah Baumbach re-teams 
with Greta Gerwig for this madcap 
comedy about chasing dreams and 
schemes in the big city.

HELD OVER! 

The Young & Prodigious 
T.S. Spivet 
“Jean-Pierre Jeunet’s Best Film After 
Amélie.” - C. Mudede, The Stranger

HELD OVER! 

Listen to Me Marlon 
Marlon Brando narrates his incredible 
life and career in his own words.

EXCLUSIVE PRESENTATION  

Phoenix 
“Nina Hoss is extraordinary. Her 
performance is in a class by itself.”  
-  Indiewire

ONE WEEK ONLY | EXCLUSIVE PRESENTATION 

Turbo Kid 
Move over Mad Max, here comes The 
Kid: a BMX-riding bad-ass who saves 
the world in this blood-splattered love 
letter to ’80s post-apocalyptic action.

NOW AT THE UPTOWN 

The End of the Tour  
“I love it...as good as it gets!”  
- A.O. Scott, New York Times

ONE WEEK ONLY | EXCLUSIVE PRESENTATION 

7 Chinese 
Brothers 
Jason Schwartzman and his dog star 
in Bob Byington’s off-beat slacker 
comedy. Friday 7:00PM show: Bring 
Your Own Dog screening and Skype 
Q&A with Jason Schwartzman. 

ONE WEEK ONLY | EXCLUSIVE PRESENTATION 

Call Me Lucky 
Bobcat Goldthwait directs this portrait 
of enigmatic comedian Barry Crimmins, 
who battled childhood demons to 
mentor a generation of comedy greats.

MIDNIGHT ADRENALINE! 

Turbo Kid 
FRI & SAT AT 11:30PM 
See description under FILM CENTER

SIFF EDUCATION 
Feminist Imaginations 
Filmmaking Workshop  
MONDAYS, SEP 14 - OCT 5  

How to Make a Great 
Documentary: Masterclass 
with Ondi Timoner 
SEP 21

LINEUP ANNOUNCED! 
WOMEN IN CINEMA 
“WOMAN” IS NOT A GENRE 
SEP 17 - 24

Check Movie Times and Buy Tickets   ·   SIFF.net   ·   206.324.9996

Established Pacific Northwest Company, 
McMenamins, is now accepting apps, for 
our historic destination, The Anderson 
School Property located in Bothell, WA. The 
1931 Art-deco Anderson School is being 
renovated to feature a 72 room hotel, onsite 
brewery, bars, gardens, pool, Movie Theater 
and private event space, as well as three 
onsite restaurants: a classic pub, South 
Seas/Island café and inspired market-fresh/
local American dining. The opening date is 
October 15, 2015. We are now hiring for 
Line Cooks, Servers, Bartenders, House-
keepers, and Night Auditors. Ideal apps will 
have a love of working in a busy customer 
service-oriented enviro, stellar people and 
customer service skills, as well as open & 
flex sched including, days, eves, wknds, and 
holidays. We offer excellent benefits, includ-
ing vision, med, chiro, dental to elig employ-
ees. Stop by McMenamins Mill Creek Pub, 
13300 Bothell Everett Hwy, Weds Aug 26th,  
Thurs Aug 27th, and  Fri Aug 28th anytime 
between 9am-5pm and fill out an applica-
tion. Managers will be on hand to talk to 
interested  applicants!  You can also apply 
online 24/7 at  www.mcmenamins.com, 
or send your cover letter resume attn: Hu-
man Resources to 430 N. Killingsworth St., 
Portland OR, 97217 or fax: 503-221-8749. 
Call 503-952-8749 on other ways to apply. 
Please no phone calls or emails to individual 
locations! E.O.E.

1490 11TH AVE NW, ISSAQUAH WA 98027

EAT. DRINK. WATCH MOVIES.

Cinebarre Issaquah  
is now an ALL AGES 

establishment
Suday-Thursday tickets are only  

$6 for Matinee, $8 for evening shows!

Cinebarre Issaquah 
is now an ALL AGES 

establishment
ALL AGES

(circle one:)Artist: (circle one:)AE: 
Angela Maria Josh

Tim Jane

ART APPROVED
AE APPROVED

CLIENT APPROVED

Con�rmation #: Deadline:

Heather Staci

SteveEmmett Ronnie

4.75" X 3" WED 8/26
SEATTLE STRANGER

DUE MON 4PM

VIEW THE TRAILER AT WWW.THEDIARYOFATEENAGEGIRLMOVIE.COM

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED By MARIELLE  HELLER
WWW.SONYCLASSICS.COM

TheTheTheTheTheTheTheTheTheTheTheTheThe Diary  Diary of a of a Teenage GirlTeenage GirlTeenage GirlTeenage GirlTeenage GirlTeenage GirlThe Diary of a Teenage Girl

“EXTRAORDINARY!  
UNIQUE AND UNFORGETTABLE.  

BEL POWLEY IS SENSATIONAL.”
-Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE

Bel Powley   Alexander SkarsgArd   Christopher Meloni   AND Kristen Wiig

NOW PLAYING
BELLEVUE
CINEMARK LINCOLN SQUARE CINEMAS
700 Bellevue Way NE (800) CINEMARK 
LYNWOOD
AMC LOEWS ALDERWOOD MALL 16
18733 33rd Ave W (888) AMC-4FUN 

SEATTLE
AMC LOEWS OAK TREE 6
10006 Aurora Ave N (888) AMC-4FUN
SEATTLE
REGAL THORNTON PLACE STADIUM 14 
301 NE 103rd St (844) 462-7342 #1311 

SEATTLE SUNDANCE CINEMAS SEATTLE
4500 9th Ave NE, Reserved Seats +21 All Shows
www.sundancecinemas.com
TUKWILA
REGAL PARKWAY PLAZA STADIUM 12
5910 S 180th St (844) 462-7342 #429

4.75 X 3.5                                                                     WED 8/26
SEATTLE STRANGER

DUE WED 4PM

STARTS FRIDAY, 
AUGUST 28

SEATTLE
SIFF CINEMA UPTOWN

511 Queen Anne Ave North (206) 324-9996 www.siff.net 

DOGS WELCOME at the 7 pm show Friday!  FREE DOG TREATS!
Q&A WITH JASON SCHWARTZMAN via skype AT THE 7pm SHOW FRIDAY, 8/28!

Tunde Adebimpe   Eleanore Pienta   Stephen Root   OlympiaDukakis 

Jason Schwartzman

a Bob Byington film
Faliro House and 8750 Films present a Bob Byington film 

original music by Chris Baio director of photography Adam Ginsberg production designer Jake Kuykendall edited by a a i  
executive producer Christos V. Konstantakopoulos produced by Seana Flanagan  Nancy Schafer and Molly Christie Benson

written and directed by Bob Byington

7 Chinese 
Brothers

Tunde Adebimpe   Eleanore Pienta   Stephen Root   OlympiaDukakis 

Jason Schwartzman

‘‘Schwartzman is hilarious.’’
We Got This Covered

Tunde Adebimpe   Eleanore Pienta   Stephen Root   OlympiaDukakis 

Jason Schwartzman

Train in Vain
The Iron Ministry Reveals the Grim 

Politics of China’s Railways 
BY CHARLES MUDEDE

T he immediate thing I recalled while 
watching the documentary The Iron 

Ministry is one of my favorite tracks by the 
brilliant UK dubstep producer Burial. It’s 
called “South London Boroughs,” and it's on 
the very first record of his decade-long career. 
The track opens with the rattle of a train that 
sounds like it’s cutting through the darkest 
part of the urban night. We hear the rolling 

of steel wheels, 
the clanking of 
thick chains, 
the swaying of 
linked cars. We 

also hear the moans of ghosts who boarded 
this train at dusk and will only alight at dawn.

The Iron Ministry, which is directed by 
Verena Paravel and J.P. Sniadecki, is about 
the trains of modern China. Some of these 
trains are very old and rickety. Others are 
very new, fast, and flashy. All are linked into 
one movement through the film’s 82 minutes. 
Sometimes the train stops, and people carry-
ing fruits, vegetables, pots and pans board one 
by one. There is even a butcher’s shop on this 
train. The liver of some large mammal hangs 
from the ceiling. Below it, a woman stretches 
and folds a sheet of fat. On another section of 
this national train, there is a conversation be-
tween men, one of whom is a Hui Muslim. He 
is complimented for speaking fluent Chinese. 
He is also asked to explain why his religion 
produces such perfect monsters as Osama bin 

Laden. China, he is told, wants peace for all 
and equality with minorities. This conversa-
tion goes nowhere.

There are other people on the train, other 
stories. There is some sadness in all of this 
talking, butchering, eating, smoking, and 
dreaming (“I heard Hangzhou is a beauti-
ful city… I will see for myself,” says a young 
factory worker as she looks out the window). 
China is a country that doesn’t seem to know 
where it is going and is slowly forgetting 
where it came from.

A part of this very impressionistic documen-
tary feels like People’s Park on wheels—which 
makes sense, because one of the directors of 
that documentary, J.P. Sniadecki, is also one 
of Ministry's directors. Another part of the 
doc, particularly its examination of class dy-
namics, brings to mind Bong Joon-ho’s brutal 
Snowpiercer. But in terms of cinematography, 
editing, and soundtrack, which has Chinese 
pop music entering and exiting scenes like 
ghosts, it’s Burial’s beats that come closest to 
the mood of The Iron Ministry. n

The Iron Ministry
dir. Verena Paravel,  
J.P. Sniadecki
Grand Illusion

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.mcmenamins.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.sundancecinemas.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.siff.net
http://siff.net/
http://www.thediaryofateenagegirlmovie.com/
http://www.sonyclassics.com/
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5030 ROOSEVELT WAY NE, SEATTLE  •  206-524-8554
www.scarecrow.com

ON SALE THIS WEEK  Also available for rent 

ALSO NEW THIS WEEK  For a full list of New Releases for rent + sale, visit scarecrow.com

TWO DAYS, ONE NIGHT (Criterion Collection)
Another Heartbreaking Masterpiece from the Dardenne Bros.
DVD $22.95  Blu-ray $26.95

CITIZENFOUR
The NSA Will Know If You Buy This Movie
 DVD $17.95  Blu-ray $19.95

THE LAST DRAGON  
(30th Anniversary Edition)
Unlock the Power of the Glow
Blu-ray $16.95

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP
One of Our Favorite Robin Williams Roles
Blu-ray $19.95

SPIRITS OF THE DEAD
Fellini, Malle, and Vadim Adapt Edgar Allan Poe
Blu-ray $19.95 

PSYCHO BEACH PARTY
Charles Busch’s Beloved Cult Film
Blu-ray $19.95  

Sign Up for a 

Membership for 

Discounts &  

Rental Deals!  

see our website  

for details  

2 FOR 1 
RENTAL 

WEDNESDAY

NIGHTMARE CASTLE
Barbara Steele Back from the Dead for Revenge!
Blu-ray $21.95

METAMORPHOSIS / BEYOND DARKNESS
The Latest Double Feature from Scream Factory!
Blu-ray $19.95

PORTLANDIA SEASON 5
Put a Bird On It.
DVD $15.95

Is that Latin?
The RUSHMORE
Vinyl Soundtrack 
is only $23!

2 FOR 1 NEW RELEASES!
Every Sunday through September

Stranger, The
THURSDAY 08/27
2 COL. (4.75”) X 7” TM
ALL.DFF.0827.TS#2

JAKE JOHNSON
ROSEMARIE DEWITT

 ORLANDO BLOOM BRIE LARSON   
 SAM ROCKWELL MIKE BIRBIGLIA 

“MESMERIZING...
LIVELY WITH BUOYANT HUMOR AND 

PALPABLE SEXUAL TENSION!”
Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE

“A HILARIOUS, EXISTENTIAL TREASURE!”
Sara Stewart, THE NEW YORK POST

“CHARMING!”
Rodrigo Perez, THE PLAYLIST

“EXCELLENT!”
An Banh, INDIEWIRE

“SENSATIONAL...
A LOVELY SLICE OF EVERYTHING!”

Ben Kenigsberg, VARIETY

SEATTLE 
Northwest Film Forum 
(206) 829-7863

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FRIDAY, AUGUST 28

Fri 8:30 PM • Sat-Sun 4:15 & 8:15 PM
Mon 3:15 PM • Tue 8:15 PM
Wed-Thu 8:00 PM

Stranger, The
THURSDAY 08/27
2 COL. (4.75”) X 3” TM
ALL.NOE.0827.TS#22

STARTS WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 26
*SKY MOVIES

, PETE HAMMOND

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.scarecrow.com
http://scarecrow.com/
http://all.noe.0827.ts/
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206-547-1417 • 460 North 36th Street  IN THE HEART OF FREMONT

Get Your Football Fix at Norm’s!
Sounders FC & Seahawks • All Games in HD!

Happy Hour Daily: 4pm-7pm & Late Nite Fri & Sat, 11pm-1am
  Weekend Breakfast! Open@ 9am 

Bonus Weekend Happy Hour, Sat & Sun 10am-2pm

GO
HAWKS!

Like us on
NormsEatery.com

LIVE MUSIC MOST NIGHTS
- FOR FULL CALENDAR VISIT OUR WEBSITE -

HIGHLINESEATTLE.COM 
210 Broadway Ave E • 328.7837

DECADENT 
VEGAN FOOD

SUN-THURS 5-11PM
FRI-SAT 5-12PM

Homestyle Mexican Favorites
Since 1974

2234 2nd Ave. • 728-MAMA

Open Daily for 
Lunch & Dinner  

HAPPY HOUR 
MON-SAT: 4-6:30PM

OUTDOOR PATIO!
www.mamas.com

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.mamas.com
http://normseatery.com/
http://highlineseattle.com/
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FRESH FRESH 
SOFT SHELL CRAB

WE SHIP
SEAFOOD OVERNIGHT

ANYWHERE IN THE USA
OR WE PACK FOR 

AIR TRAVEL

Pacific Inn Pub

New Late Night Happy Hours
$1 off Well Drinks & PBR Pints + Free Pool

Sun-Thurs 10:30 till Close
Serving Seattle’s Best Fish & Chips
at the Corner of 35th. and Stone Way N.

Watch all the MLB Games Here

MESOB HAS MOVED!
...and is now known as....

ON 12TH AND S MAIN ST
1221 S. Main St - Seattle 

206 860 0403

t   tn

In picturesque 
Wallingford

Open 7 days a week
8am-10pm

2114 North 45th St
Wallingford // 206.322.0124

www.chowfoods.com

BREAKFAST
LUNCH

DINNER
BREAKFAST AVAILABLE

All Day & Night

CHOW

delivered to their doorstep in less than an 
hour. Surely there is no better proof that a 
benevolent God exists than being able to get 
Ezell’s fried chicken delivered to your front 
door.

As Postmates tells it, they are fulfi lling an 
unmet need, conjuring up scads of previously 
nonexistent business for local restaurants 
and, in the process, creating well-paying, 
fl exible jobs for all the cute, scruffy, under-
employed bike messengers of the world. It 
seems like an ultra-win.

But the Postmates system shortchanges 
restaurant workers—specifi cally, by cutting 
into their tips. And that’s created a hostile 
environment between bike messengers and 
food-service workers.

“People need to realize that it goes from 
your phone to this third party that calls 
the restaurant, then the driver goes 
there, doesn’t get paid very much 
to go there, doesn’t get paid 
to sit there, doesn’t have 
money to tip the res-
taurant, and then takes 
it to you, who doesn’t 
have the change in your 
pocket to give the driv-
er,” said Daniel Kriem, 
who has worked on 
both sides of the 
fence—as a former 
bike courier for 
Postmates and as 
a former employee 
of Honey Hole, which 
receives Postmates orders. “It creates re-
sentment for everybody except the people 
who can afford the service. All the other par-
ties involved resent each other, even though 
they’re all in it together. They’re all getting 
fucked over together.”

It’s certainly no secret that resentment 
abounds in the Postmates system. Joshua 
Sherman, a bartender at Stellar Pizza in 
Georgetown, described his experience with 
Postmates as “fucking annoying,” refer-
ring to the lack of tips. Kriem told me that 
employees at Honey Hole would push Post-
mates orders to the back of the ticket rail and 
generally treat the couriers like crap. Dave 
Meinert—of Lost Lake, Big Mario’s, the 5 
Point, and the Comet Tavern—told me, “My 
employees hate them. That [the Postmates] 
get tipped and don’t tip out the back of the 
house is really fucked.” A lot of animosity is 
directed at the couriers, which is understand-
able, if regrettable.

Here’s how the system works: Custom-
ers place orders through the Postmates app, 
which includes a delivery charge ($5 for 

Postmates’ merchant partners and a varying 
fee based on distance for everyone else) and 
a fl at 9 percent “service charge.” The deliv-
ery fee is split 80/20 between the driver and 
Postmates, respectively. Most people would 
logically assume that the 9 percent service 
fee goes to the hardwork-
ing people slathering 
mayonnaise on your 
sandwich. Sadly, 
they would be 

wrong. According to Postmates spokesperson 
April Conyers, that fee goes to “the company 
and is applied toward operations.”

Technically, Postmates’ system does al-
low for tipping restaurant workers, but most 
customers wouldn’t know that because the 
mechanism to do so isn’t clear. You could ei-
ther leave special instructions in the notes 
fi eld or add a tip as a “custom order.” But 
Corey Crammond, a former community 

manager for Postmates in Seattle whose job 
was to provide internal customer service to 
Postmates’ fl eet of more than 600 couriers, 
said that in the thousands of deliveries he’d 
reviewed, he’d seen a customer do this “may-
be once.” A former courier for Postmates 
who requested anonymity said he “never got 
that [instruction]. Not once. Zero tips! It’s 

Why the Restaurant Industry 
Hates Postmates

The On-Demand Service Conveniently Delivers Any Dish to 
Your Doorstep, but at a Cost to Food-Service Workers

BY TOBIAS COUGHLIN-BOGUE

O n the surface, Postmates seems like a great idea. The 
app allows customers to easily order any item from any 

restaurant or store in Seattle (including Starbucks) and have it 

frustrating.”
Couriers have a better chance of getting 

tips, though even then it’s not great. The 
Postmates system used to require custom-
ers to sign for their order on the courier’s 
phone, which at least allowed for a brief mo-
ment of human interaction (and increased the 
likelihood of a tip). But Postmates moved the 
checkout process to the customer’s phone, 
with three suggested amounts or a “no tip” 
option. It’s no surprise that couriers saw a 
signifi cant decrease in tips after the switch 

($1 to $1.75 less on average, according to 
Postmates).

Postmates promises couriers 
the opportunity to make up to 

$25 per hour, but the couriers 
I spoke to said that would 

require seamless deliv-
eries and steady tips. 

Postmates uses an 
algorithm to help 
connect couri-
ers to a constant 
stream of jobs, 

though many cou-
riers complained 

that during busy peri-
ods, the ratio of couriers to 

jobs was too high for anyone to be 
guaranteed constant work.

This isn’t the fi rst time that Postmates’ 
business model has come under criticism. 
Couriers have argued that they should be 
treated as employees instead of contract 
workers, which is the basis of a current class-
action lawsuit. Another lawsuit disputes the 
payment structure for Postmates’ customer-
service reps.

In general, takeout orders don’t generate 
much in tips—Eric Banh, owner of Ba Bar 
and Monsoon, said bluntly, “You win some, 
you lose some”—but even a small amount 
(say, a buck for your sandwich or the change 
from your latte) can go a long way in help-
ing restaurant workers make ends meet. And 
while tipping on carryout food might seem ex-
cessive, given that most people associate tips 
with the experience of sitting down and being 
waited on, a whole lot of labor goes into get-
ting those biodegradable brown boxes packed 
up and ready to go in 15 minutes or less.

Not getting tips is an inherent risk of work-
ing in a tipped industry, of course, but workers 
have come to expect them, and that expecta-
tion is built into restaurants’ pay structures 
(although the recent minimum-wage increase 
has changed this dynamic somewhat). Post-
mates ignores this dynamic altogether, which, 
again, may be good for the customer, but it 
isn’t so great for workers. When asked about 
the process of tipping a restaurant worker 
through the app, and whether this ever hap-
pens, Postmates’ Conyers’s only response 
was, “That’s up to the customer.” n

“It creates 
resentment for 

everybody except 
the people who can 
afford the service.” 

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=96404&ReturnUrl=http://www.chowfoods.com
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Baso Fibonacci is a pseudonym. 
Did you choose it because you’re a 
math enthusiast?

You could say that. Baso was an 
old Zen Buddhist from China. He was 
known for using illogical means to 
bring his disciples to enlightenment, 
like shouting at them or kicking them 
for asking questions. Fibonacci was the 
mathematician who brought numbers 
from India to the West. When I was 
growing up, I was really good at math, 
and later on I became an artist, so it 
seemed like the two go good together.

Your large-scale pieces,  
like the screaming mural behind  
Cal Anderson Park, are really 
striking and high-visibility.  
Do you make things like that 
without permission anymore?

Definitely. I try to find spots on the 
street where it’s not too illegal, kind of 
like a gray area. And then sometimes 
I get a commission. I like doing them 
both. Galleries and museums are elitist 
in a way, where people have to choose 
to go inside. Whereas work in the 
street, anyone can see it. They don’t 

have to make that choice. It’s more 
accessible. A little kid will see it. A little 
kid’s not necessarily going to want to 
go in a museum.

Do you have your eye on any 
spots for new pieces?

I have some spots downtown. I like 
to put work where I think it fits, I want 
it to last, and I want people to see 
it. With my street work, if I’m doing 
something illegal, I don’t want it to 
be somewhere it’s going to get me in 
trouble. I’m easy to find. n

PERSON OF INTEREST

Baso  
Fibonacci
artist

Baso Fibonacci, photographed in his studio 
in Pioneer Square. His next show opens at 
Zeitgeist Coffee in October.

PHOTO BY KELLY O 
QUESTIONS BY SEAN NELSON
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THE GENIUS AWARDS IS PROUDLY SPONSORED BY:

ART  // Dawn Cerny // Mary Ann Peters // Klara Glosova

PERFORMANCE  // Matthew Smucker // Cherdonna // Charles Leggett

LITERATURE  // Maria Semple // Ann Pancake // Yussef El Guindi

FILM  // Mel Eslyn // Clyde Petersen // Scarecrow Video/Scarecrow Project

MUSIC  // Steve Fisk // OC Notes // Chastity Belt

MUSIC ALL NIGHT BY SEATTLE ROCK ORCHESTRA!

SEPTEMBER 12  |  8:30PM  |  THE MOORE
Tickets are FREE thanks to our awesome sponsors! Reserve your spot now: strangertickets.com

The Stranger’s 

GENIUS 
AWARDS

THE NOMINEES:

OPENING NUMBER BY 
CHERDONNA!

http://strangertickets.com/
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Female Social Drinkers  

interested in dating men

wanted for a study on alcohol & dating experiences.  

Single women of all ethnic backgrounds aged 21-30  

can earn up to $320 for a multi-part study.  

Call Project FRESH at (206) 543-5536  

or visit www.fresh.uw.edu.  

UW Psychology research project.  

HAPPY HAULER.com

Debris Removal

206-784-0313  

Major credit cards accepted  

 TO PLACE AN AD BY PHONE: 206-323-7101

BULLETIN BOARD
QUANTUM MARTIAL ARTS  

Classes offered 5 days a week.

Come in for a 2 week free trial.

964 Denny Way, Seattle.    

(206) 322-4799  | Quantumseattle.org

Want to stop drinking to numb the pain?  

Volunteers are needed for the APT Study 

examining two different types of  

treatment for people who have  

both alcohol problems and  

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).  

Counseling is provided at no cost.   

Call the APT study at 206-764-2458.

SEATTLE’S 
ORIGINAL 

LEGAL 
CANNABIS 

SHOP

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana 
can impair concentraion, coordination, and judgement. Do not operate 
a vehicle or machinery under the infl uence of this drug. There may be 

healthrisks asociated with consumption of this product. For use only by 
adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children.

2733 4th Ave South • Seattle WA

www.CannabisCity.us

MMJDELIVERYSEATTLE@GMAIL.COM

Seattle’s Best Cannabis Delivery
SeattlesBestCannabisDelivery.org

CHECK OUT OUR MENU ONLINE

WE HAVE THE BEST PRICES 
IN TOWN, DELIVERING TO 

MOST AREAS - 
CALL TO CHECK

AVAILABILITY

425-238-2812 206-939-3074

SEATTLE 
CANNABIS 
EXPRESS

We proudly focus on  
delivering to Downtown,  

West Seattle and South King County.

206.556.6925
Visit us online to view  

our amazing prices
www.SeattleCannabisExpress.com
Seattlecannabisexpress@gmail.com

+21 ONLY

AGES 
21+

Now Hiring! Go to www.Cinebarre.com/employment

Two Locations

Full Bar & Full Kitchen 
Service at your Seat
Full Digital Projection

RealD 3D

 Issaquah
1490 11th Ave NW
Issaquah, WA 98027

(425) 313-5666 
All Ages!

Mountlake
6009 244th St. SW

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
(425) 672-7501 

21+
Movietimes & Tickets at www.Cinebarre.com

7-DAYS A WEEK (206) 601-0506  TEXT US FOR FULL MENU

21+. Adults Delivering to Adults. Delivery to Seattle & beyond. 
$50 Minimum Order.  Cash Only. 

FREE LEAF 
RELIABLE & SAFE  RECREATIONAL DELIVERY

BHOEDIBLE
S

Indicas: Romulan or Purple Urkle Sativas: Durban Poison or Haze 
Hybrids: Girl Scout Cookies or Chocolope

Prices: 1/8 $35, 1/4 $65, 1/2 $125, 1oz $240
Top Shelf: MiddleFork or Bubbleberry 

Prices: 1/8 $50, 1/4 $80, 1/2 $140, 1oz $260

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and judgement. Do not operate a 
vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. There may be health risks associated with consumption of this product. For use only by adults 
21 and older. Keep out of reach of children.

#JustRight

Flower  |  Chocolates  |  Tinctures  |  Topicals  |  Concentrates
PREMIUM CANNABIS

2g · $20 | 28g · $250
Thai Coast Sativa

The Happy Crowd
Superb quality | Everyday value

Your sex life demands it. 

WWW.SAVAGELOVECAST.COM

The New Guide  
to Everything.
thestranger.com/events

The New Guide New Guide New

Now open in DOWNTOWNSEATTLE!

Open 7 days a week in 3 locations to serve you.
Wallingford  | Downtown Seattle | Downtown Kirkland

BOOK ONLINE at www.SugarPlum.com
Receptionist is available at 206-512-3033

40% OFF 
All Services!

$42 Brazilians | $60 Manzilians

Expires 9/6/15

SEATTLE!

Expires 9/6/15The Sugaring ExpertsExpires 9/6/15
The Sugaring Experts
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